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FOREWORD

The 1972 National Conferetwe tunomitv junior College And Universities:
Partners in Higher Education" NVii5 the sistra.rrth slimmer conference of the
UCLA, junior College Leadership Program scrit:s. The three-day meeting cli-
maxed a year III mophosis 01, tiii relationship between community colleLcs and

riiversiticm as :iiithori/cd in tin. committee for the Prtigrant's Advisory
Council.

The therm of the conference represented a major portion of the Advisory
Council's 1071-1972 agenda. 'Iwo sessions were held (hiring the year on "A
University Focuses on the junior College." At these meetings, various university-
sponsored research efforts havilig specific application to community college edu-
cation were idialified and discussed in open sessions. The National Conference

-

co- sponsored by die UCLA Community College Leadership Program, the UCLA
Danforth Junior flollege Program, and the American Association of Community
and Junior Colleges Council of Universities and Colleges, was a direct outgrowth
of interest slunvn by con onunity college and university spokesmen alike.

While relationships between community colleges and universities have im-
proved considerably is recent Years. there IN still nnich room for improvement.
For example, 'systematic provisions for the transfer student have not kept pace
with the dramatic increase in - transfer-bound lower-division students. While
statewide policies are he ins dolloped in several states, only Florida and Georgia,
arc currently operating plans on a statewide basisand even these two differ
markedly. Other agreetnerrzs are (mind in a scattering of institutions across the
country, but only where the pressure. of excess transfer applicants compelsaction.
The transfer relationship between institutions of higher odic :Ilion is but one area
where 4.nprovements arc critically needed if students are to be well served,

In the opening session, all three speakers (Chancellor Young, President For-
dyce, and Professor Shay) addressed the importance of partnerships in higher
education. Action reports from university and community college representatives
comprised the second and third sessions of the conference.

Closing the second session was a lively panel discussion of research and othe7
activities at UCLA, The functions of the Advisory Council (and their actual and
potential implications for other institotions), the differences between institutioaal
research at universities and colleges, foundation and federal funding, and the
use of available literature were included in the topics discussed.

Special reports of cooperative efforts, presented by university professors from
Michigan State University, University of Texas, and the University of Florida,
and by the presidents of Lansing, Dallas County, and Florida Keys community
colleges, followed the panel discussion of research at UCLA. Information re-
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!mos Iron era! (tilt r states, including Ariziaia and I were presented from
lit floor. Iii the ses,icii,, s.pta the atienti NV ,h; t.+1

ecniriotun (+,111`g, s Cntild apph. till filichli,?n ;1i AtIllt(%,11)C!--: of reseirell conclin
in universities use the Neil ices of such organizations as the ERIC Cleirring-
house for Junior ''.Iolletfes,

tired in tilt`"Proposals for Action" ill dove areas of general interest
iicrt sessions. Follow ihsenssion sessims, eLaimen oflerd
suggestion lor wilys to meet the IICIAIN of "WI"' PHIIPS, fit provide more
effective articulation on i statewide basis, iind to organize it Council of Univer-
sities and Colleges that would be an official body in the recently 1.o -organized

atcan Association of conmunote jnnior colleges.
Two presentations on Career Education col ludi d the National Cunferenee.

Professor Melvin Barlow of UCLA ontlitid flit T,E -.(1 for Ners,itii,, uaroer pm_
grairIS iii eurniiiiinity C01.10'4s and called I r prograin, it the Inds ersity fevi to
train teachers in career education fields. Peter Muirhead. U. S. I 3i.putv Com-
missioner of Eillicirtion, outlined previsions incorporated in the nigher Educa-
tion Omnibus Bill. lie ids() responded to a number of questions concerning this
importimt legislation, termed it landrrnit l;. in the history of higher ethic:aim],"
Copies of the Act were made available to all participants.

Over 200 attended the conference representing 22 states and the Province of
Alberta Canada, [lie editor wishes to ili.iiI all of the educiitors \dm prepanal
papers, and those who contributed to the discussion sessions :IS chairmen or
panelists. Special thanks arc due, of course, to the Danforth Foundation for
generotisl providing funds for the publieittion of tins Oczisional Bepurt. The
recording and transcript work of Mae Seidner and editorial services provided by
Hafel "torn were much appreciated.

F111:111:1 C. KINTZE11



SECTION I

Perspectives in Community junior
College University Relationships



CHARLES E. YOUNG

COMMUNITY JUNIOR COLLEG---
UNIVERSITY RELATIONSHIPS:
PERSPECTIVES FROM A UNIVERSITY
CHANCELLOR'S OFFICE

honored to welcome snit ten UCLA, and greatly pleased that I cold(' at
my schedule to lie present, Just four Years ago this inouthal the day the
Pond of hlegents of the University ammunced Inv appointment as Chancellor
I spoke to the Eastern Section of this group,

The Tears since have been vigorously interesting, with more than fair share of
eliSeti, hint one- benefit Inns been getting to know Professor:13, Lamar Johnson well
and also the work he has done in junior college education. As you know, he is re-
tiring and will be missed by all of us, I know that his departure from active
participation collies at a time when there will he DO diminution in changes in
viewpoint as plans for the. expanding role of the junior college develop and
mature, To continue the program he has operated without maintaining its up-
ward trend, would indeed be an error.

Today also gives me the opportunity to touch on NSW!: in higher education
that are important, and that I hope will raise points you will want to follow up
at this conference.

First, 1 should like to discoss the changes taking place today in all facets of
higher education, and the changes in relationship airiolig them that will inevitably
occur. In the long history of higher echicrition, the methodology and responsibil-
ities of education changed gradually and gently. I believe strongly, however,
that at this particular point in time, the fundamental nature, the degree, and
the rapidity of change are greater by many orders of magnitude than was true
for the past. Today any of is who are unprepared or unwilling to recognize the
urgency of these, changes and adapt to them are going to see our institutions
become ineffective.

Even a casual reading of the popular, as well as the prirle.ss octal_ literature on
higher education indicates that attitudes toward it are altering on the part of
legislators, the public, parents, students, and, just as important, faculties.

In a recent issue of Harper..9 Magazine. a writer spoke out aga List "consumer-
ism" in higher edueation and the premise that the longer one attends school the

r the value that will accrue, Some of the students who were led to accept



this concept now find themselves with dodo! ates and jobs for \vInch those
degrees were neither re. wired nor intended.

Another article, in A/oration, reports that some universities, after taking a
new look at their undergraduate programs, are shortening them from the tradi-
tiont.1 four to three years. Whether this reaction to the pressures of costs and
student boredom will be successful remains to be seen,

Most important of all, the whole thrust of the new Federal Iliglier Education
Bill scorns to he away frmu the large university and toward the small college.
Financial support dwindles as the institution increases in size, a fact that has
many implications lor our own university, ones that we can now only estimate
but that will hove great consequences. They will also be significant for the other
institutions that swill have to assume the burden that is being shifted from us,

Ovcridl, 1 behave thtit lugher educzttion is going to play a different role in
society than it has in the past two or three decades, when it represented to the
pithhe al) object of respect aunt a goal to be attained. It is simply less important
in the minds of many people today, especially those in a position to provide
the resources on which it depends for its existence, The article in Harper's
estimated that realization of the aim of providing high quality education beyond
preparatory school for all young people, a phrase once generally accepted,
would cost some preposterous solo such as $250 to $:3U0 billion a year Given
the current Mood of the taxpayers, we are obviously going to have, to readjust
our aims, our methodologyor our definitions!

Tills is akeady occurring rratnrills by a slowing down in the surge of applica-
tions, as reported by the National Association of State Universities and Land-
Grant Colleges, Fur perlatps too long, many in higher education basing their
calculations oil birth rates, acted as if the upward curve in enrollment were
going to condone iu porpetoity. There had to be a leveling off at some point, and
we seem to have reached 'tperhaps earlier than we anticipated.

The reaching of this plateau, and the Higher Education Act of 1072, which
I mentioned earlier, are going to have vast but different consequences for all
levels of higher educationparticularly in the State of California and undoubt-
edly in the rest of the country, although to a lesser degree.

The two factors jointly will result in a dampening of growth and a reappraisal
of the purposes of all programs at the university level, and will have similar,
though perhaps not as great, effects on all four-year schools. However, the coo-
verse will be true for the junior colleges in the way of enrollments, interest, and
I-Malicia] support.

All this means that, if we are even to adjust to, let alone take advantage of, the
situation we face, we must work very hard to develop cooperative programs
among all three segments of higher education, especially between the universities
and other four-year institutions on the one hand and the junior colleges on the
other. While the cooperation IMItit occur 011 all fronts, it should emphasize the
development Of student educational programs in which an increasing proportion
of those who go on for bachelor's and advanced deg_ rees will receive their first
two years in the junior colleges,

It is vital that tl.esP programs be based on a truly cooperative attitude and an
interest in the student by those both in the junior colleges and in the universities

10



and oilier four -year iustituliwis. Our consortia with junior colleges emild he
cited here, lint are only one example. I lwre should he an attempt the outset
to it these .1 1 1s,ncen.s x.io are pane: to continue to the third and fourth car
(or more) following junior 11co..egc and to provide them with the type of educa-
!Mimi and earner counseling that will insure that they know about alternatives
and are prepared lor the transfer,

Along with cooperation in preparing students academically, there must be a
cooperative approach to financial aid for them while they are at the junior
college levc1. Certainly this is a more economical use of the resources available
for the total number of students, for it would rust Mitch more to help them if
they came clirecilv to the university as freshmen.

however, just as it is true that many people slo have helm in college and
the university at all levels (nrcluding the Ph.D.), but have been denied access
for economic, social, or legal reasons, it is also true diat many, particularly in
recent years, have cnrollcd in the university for the wrong reasons, really don't
need to be there, and ought to he somewhere else. 1 believe we will see a shift
of these peoplefor whom university education may not even be what they
wantto tither activities for winch they will need dillerent training.

This preparation for meaningful technical and paraprofessional occupations
represents the second major function of the junior college. It was ono of the
basic concepts of the rule of the junior college and must not he forgotten.

One problem that we in the University of California, and 1 ant sure it is tint
unique. to us, have confronted in the past few years has been the pressure to do
things that we are not equipped to do and that are not appropr iate! to ns, Be-
cause of the urging of our consciences, and because of the belated recognition
of the educational needs of disadvantaged and minority students, we have tried
to do these things on a crash basis. In the process, We have to sonic extent diluted
our resources, confused our efforts, and limited ourselves in the things that arc
our fundamental and unique responsibility.

In saying that the uniVersity should limit its activities to what it does best, I
am in no way implying that it should abandon other responsibilities or that it is
losing faith in the people of this country. Given the breadth and variety of
institutions of higher education in America, it is unrealistic to think that each
should duplicate all cur even most of the offerings of the others. We should
allocate our scarce resources (of space, money, and talent) as carefully as we
assign the declining number of places in the universiCy.

Just as all campuses cannot and should not dupliate the offerings and _special-
iations of each, the university should not duplicate what the state and junior
colleges do as well Or betterand at lower cost. I believe, therefore, that the
current changes in circumstances and attitudes, and the changes in funding
sources and arrangements, if properly understood and taken advantage of, will
be fundamentally beneficial to alt elements of higher education.

One last area of university and junior college relationships on which I should
like to comment is the role of the university in the education of faculty for the
junior colleges. To my knowlcdgu there has never been a real Consensus by
either party on what constituted the best preparation for junior college instrue-

11



tors, Recently [hero lots hem inoch discussion nit the subjeyt within the Uni-
versity Ili (`alilurtiia. Mild/ 01 it, I fear. nut oThinlyrincd.

\Vc, need to achieve much better communication with you in the junior
colleges to determine what you really need and want that wu can provide, \`ith.
out more information, if is Nick that we will start taking action on propositions
considered valid simply hocanso they are either super-simplistic or new, 1 am
deeply concerned ahatt proposals for such degrees ati ti Master id m Teach-
ing, a Doctor of Arts, ur simihir programs in addition to the degro,'s We alreiuly
offer. The matter may seem especially important in the short tern, when the
eurrcnt surplus of 1)11.1.),'s in some fieldscoiilcl beconuyivadable as junior college
faculty, but th long -term benefits Of creating au interim-level degree may be
unproductive Inc a variety of reasons,

have heard statements that if we do not undertake some sort of new degree
program, someone clso will, lit view of my earlier comments on the shifts to be
expected in enrollments, financing, and responsibilities, 1 am certain that it
xvould be perfectly proper for someone else to do so, unless it is something for
which we have tmitine abilities., resources, obligations, and convictions,

I want to assure voil that we wish to cooperate in this area (as in all others)
%yid' all elements of higher editcation hut, to do so ellectivelv, we must have
more information Irian you, l hope your meetings will prodnee that result,

12



JOSEPH W. FORDYCE

COMMUNITY JUNIOR COLLEGE
UNIVERSITY RELATIONSHIPS
PERSPECTIVES FROM A COMMUNITY
JUNIOR COLLEGE PRESIDENT'S OFFICE

A partnership has been defined as a contract entered into lw two or more persons
under which each agrees to provide part of the labor or capital for a business
enterprise and under yhich agrees to share the losses or gains in some fixed
proportion. Niorc encouraging difinitions of "partner" are, for example, "a person
associated with another or others in some activity of COMM011 interest, espc-

rithcr of ire(' persons. (lancing togcther" or curtain s maims, including
colleague, ally, eunfrere, accomplice, and associate. For tint purposes of this
conference, the most interesting is the svnonvin "accomplice," which is further
defined as "more speeineallv, someone NOM assists another in a single crime,'
Most of is who have been on the cutting edge of our critics' barbs would say
that the only difficulty with that definition relates to what scents to be, in our
critics' views, the magnitude and the quantity of the crimes.

The fact remains, however, that the partnership in higher education has essen-
tially hail, over the last ten years, a happy and productive one less given to
crime dam to invention and creation of new opportunitkvnil greater service. To
many of you who think positively and many of our critic~; who think negatively,
the specter of hll% iduals who have inn surely afoul of our transfer processes
would be less optimistic. What of Sally Smith who transferred to Scawash Uni-
versity and lost 32 of her 61 credits lid the process? What of Johnny Jones who,
in the transfer process, had all of his As earned at Cosmopolitan Junior College
reduced to C's when he transferred to Allegheny State University? What about
Alive Brown, who made all A's at City Community College and who flunked out
at the end of the first term at Elitist University? These questions are not to he
overlooked or ignored and will be inspected more closely shortly.

Meanwhile, let- us examine some of the successes and challenges that our
practices suggest for the future. A brief review of the history of higher education
to the last fifteen years, especially of the development of community junior
colleges, will be helpful.

TIIE STATE OP EDUCATION

In the late 1950s and the 'Ms, when the comintmity junior college burst
scene with dramatic rapidity, old junior colleges wcre ievitalized nd new ones
were born, almost literally, at the rate of one a week. Within fifteen years, en-

.
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rollment soared from a small percentage of the total cullcg )flpidation t(1, in
!flatly states, a majority of students attending colleges e.g,, 877 in
California.

The community junior colleges 1,yere born at a time of great social change in
America. The common man became uneonunoely vucal, and reverence and
respect for titne-honored traditions and other institutions gave wav So rapidly
as to frighten the more conservative, even though the pace seemed dreadfully
slow for the -have-not's,- with their visions of the Promised I,and, The relation-
ship of these changes to the development of America's community jue, r colleges
and the rest of higher education is hard to assess, for it is difficult even now to
know which was cause and which was effect. Regardless of basic causes, however,
several factors in higher education, related to this whole sequence of events,
sceto important to future directions and arc becoming increasingly clear, They
are considerations that give us pause as we consider this relatiunship that B.
Lunar Johnson, Frederick Kintzer, and their colleagues have been pleased to
call a partnership.

First, the elitist notion in higher education in America has been forever aban-
doned. The chasm that once existed between secondary and post secondary
education has been effectively bridgedthe development of the peoples colleges
has caused it to disappear in many instances, 'Man Caine to recognize the laves-
say fur post - secondary education to meet the demands of the individual both as
a general cajun and as a useful member of the work force, The complexities of
life are such that a lesser level of education is no longer enough to meet both
individual and societ.,1 needs. Along with recognizing this necessity came an
even more important understanding: the fact that, save for disease or injury,
American citizens can undertake meaningful patterns of post-secondarY educa-
tion, They need it and can use it. The traditional evaluation of aptitude and
intelligence that tends to group individuals as "hate's" and "Have - nut's" has
given way to a recognition of the still unhallowed depths of human puled! al.
As part of this concept, however, and at the very time when educational oppor-
tunity has indeed been expanded in the '70s (and, no doubt, into the '80s), there
arises a peculiar, almost counterbalancing, effectthe number of college stu-
dents will tend to decline, During the '70s, the percentage of the growth rate
will decrease, and in the '80s, unless something dramatic happens, the absolute
number of college students will decrease as well. Whether or not this decline
will contribute to more harmonious relations among institutions of higher educa-
tion remains to be seen.

Second, education has come to be prized for US usefulness mid relevance. This
concept must lilt he judged on a liarro,A utilitarian bias, lea ling us to sub-
stitute training. programs that way meet some of today's problems while narrow-
ing the opportunity to build for a greater tomorrow; On the contrary, education
must serve mankind, Vileational education In the narrow sense must give way
to the concept el adequate preparation of self.realizing and self-aetualizing

brings in all otlwr fields of compoienvo Us Well.
The Wink' of educatimi has come to relate to how micro it contributes to the

total, complex life situation of every individual, and therefore we believe that,
in the '70s and '80s highly varied patterns of college attendance will develop,



Education k likely to be pursued, or entered into, in what Ntedsker' refers to as
an "Intermittent pattern." IL is even in`tter described as eontinuutg" education
in a new and bn ,ader sense of die term. Perhaps there can even emerge a concept
of "cc:Militants" education as taking advantage of continued opportunities for
education in rercting to different kinds of life situations. Phis is an opportunity
that must. that mill, and that should be aVallaNC to every citizen all the days of
his life. Only then can a true democracy be preserved and strengthened.

Third, the college experience has become varied, more profuse, less well-dc-
fined. Trends of the last fifteen years have show,: that college institutions will
(Nano in many sizes, shapes, and patterns in the years ahead. Patterns of non-
traditional education beyond the high school, including the open .university of
England, the cluster colleges of America, and the consortia of institutions of this
and other countries suggest that the institutions of the future will he less like
inch other and less like their traditional forebears than nun can now
clearly conceive,

Fourth- we !lave the financial crisis. It is mink-els that money for public educa-
tion, or for ens' kind of educationand certainly for public higher education=
gill (low nearly as easily as it did in the late '50s and TiOs. We should be partic-
ularly concerned with one aspect of this crisis as we examine continuing relation-
ships among colleges and universities. "Pim questions are Will hard (totes spoil
the relationships that have so far been developed? Will we tend mitre to ac-
knowledge our limited resources and redouble out determination to do co-
operatively what we are unable to do singly? Or will it, as the president of one
of Ow distinguished costal universities recently risked, he more likely that we
will fight each other like eats and dogs? Will the period of relatively hard times
expected in the next ten to twenty years allow its to continue good relationships
or will it push its further apart and increase the patterns of destnetive competi-
(inn that we now oecySinnally experience?

The fifth and final consideration of the '70s that relates to the potentiality for
partnership is clearly the need for accountability. Almost everyone has insisted
that everyone in ednentionteachers, emmselors, administrators must learn to
face this need, We shall be asked more and more frequently such questions as:
Mint do the st talents really learn? What difference does it make? Where are the
wastelands in all of this vast array of costly education? We all wish that those
who preach the doctrine of accountability would turn it around and apply it
to themselves. Aceountability, if it is to work, must pervade every aspect of our
citizenship, every kind of institution, It is only in that climate that education can
he made accountable, We ennnot, for example, he truly accountable for provid-
ing :Riot-mate programs of education unless those who supply 115 Willi the financial
resomers make themselves aecountahlenamely, by providing reliable and
consistent support, We must still face the challenge of evaluation in dramatically
nets' and prodoetive ways, for, if we don't, our "pa ri nersh ip" may well find itself
will, neither partner in n position to exist at all, let alone co-exist with the other.

It is against this background that our attempts at building good relationships
must he tried assaved, for there will be times when education will indeed

CtIllegos,
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change. An inscription int the pkcc.irc1 for Mark TWaiii in 1110 Hall of Fame
reminds its that -lovnles to petrified opinion never vet broke a chain or freed

Inituan soul."
Cooperatiun in iducation is an innovative Inisinc oni_ that is challenging

and exciting. A successful partnership, built on these assumptions, could
emerge with manv facets, in mans aspeetsaud frequently does. Consider the
contributions made in recent years by our great consortia.' (I invite your atten-
tion to the forthcoming report of the Nvork of the conference pertaining to the
consortia :old their activities recently convened in St. Louis by the Danforth
Foundation.) In St, Louis and environs, a good example is the operation of the
Higher Educ:ition Coordimiting Conned (IIECC), 'f his council engages every
institutionpublic and independent of the whole area (including several in-
stitutions in the Slate of Illinois) in attempting to solve mutual problems. At least
a do/en major projects, cooperative ventures all, currently engage their attention
through the I 1ECC, Committees are presently considering, for example, improve-
ment iii the availabilit of the college opportunity, use of compnters, the im-
provement of student teaching, the use of educational television, communication
alriong graduate deans, and reciprocal atTangements among libraries.

The League for hinovation in the Community College, a consortium of six-
teen major junior college districts scattered throughout the nation, is likewise
engiiged in cooperative ventures dcsigned to smooth rekitionships nmong all in-
stitutions and to take every possible advantage of learning from each other's
attempts at innovative and experimental practices in education. Recent proj-
ectscompleted, under way, or plannedinclude increased efficiency (both
fiscal and ethic:di/mai) in instruction, efficiency in commiinity college manage-
ment, a field studv of Yugoslavia, the responsibility of division chairmen, im-
proved strategies for student personnel work, improved opportunities for dis-
advantaged students, an exchange of instructional iibjectiyes, better design for
institutional research, and the place of career education. These samples suggest
the common concerns of all of higher education and the need for cooperative
efforts toward meeting them, Alan' other areas must also claim our attention
in the years ahead.

STUDENT FINANCIAL AiD
The increasing importance of adequate programs of student financial aid

has assumed grouter significance with the passage of the Higher Education
Amendments of 1 972, it now behooves all institutions to enter into cooperative
arrangements based on the principles so well enunciated by the College Scholar-
ship Service Council iii the College Board. The Cartier panel, speaking for the
Council,' noted:

I, the rising costs of operations and of attending college
2. the growing inadequacy of financial support from traditional sour,vs
3. the heightened significance of higher education to the individual and to

society in an era of tuiparalleled teuhnologieal lidvance

3 Ford% Paterson, Comprohootlre Bibliography on interinstitutional Cooperation City;
City llogintinl C0000il for nigher nthoothol,

3"Floonall Aid 1 thoi1ile4 Adopted by the College liaolm ship Sot-vice Coin tit," Possible
nice it ttlfiv York: 0)11e.go Entrance Exiunining linftrd, 10 71).



the realization that equal access to highet
equal opportunity for all citizens,

The council noted, therefore, that.

I The purpose of any financial aid programinstitutional, -;i vernnlentat, or
privateshould be to provide monetary assistance to students %dm can
benefit from further education but who cannot (I() so without such help.
(Note that it says ladling about their ability to decipher calalus, play the
tuba, or to inashig opposing left tnekles.)

2. Each college has an obligation to assist in realizing the national goal of
equality of educational opportn ty, It should work with schools, community
groups (especiallv important to this present, topic), and other educational in-
stitutions to support this goal, Although it is clear that financial aid is most
needed in the first two years of college, plans must be developed for funds
to folio% ncedv students into their third and fourth Years and beyond if
necessary, flit matter where they quinsy to study,

3. Concern for the student should be paramount, Final ial aid should he ad-
ministered so that other interests, important as they mac' be, are subordi-
nate to the needs of students.

On these principles, in the years ahead, it will bc as important to insure the
optinunn marshaling and use of student aid resources as it has been in the past
to give adequate eonern to more traditional forms of institutional Si pport. Such
cooperation is essential both to the citizens and to the institutions.

ion is c ential to insure

RELATIONS WITH SECONI)ARY SCHOOLS
Consider also the situation of the sceondmy selmols. The question now is not

Can they maintain their rmality?, but Can they ontimie to exist? In Detroit,
the public schools are faced with an horrendous financial deficit that mav impose
at reduction of the school term by one-third, In Washington, D,C., the reduction
is likely to take the form of eliminating what educators have permitted to be
called frills, e.g., guidance and counseling, special education for the disadvan-
taged, and career education. The secondary and elementary schools should re-
ceive cooperative concern and action by the universities and the community
junior colleges for at least three reasons:

1 Unless they receive our cooperation and strong support, they will cease to
exist as we have known them in mans parts of the emni try.

2. Suceessfid articulation programsas between secondary schools and col-
legescan become provocative models for programs of intro-higIn educa-
tion articulation procedures. Two recent reports of such enterprises were
must impressive: UCLA's own ERIC' report nu successful practices and
the report' of the recent conference in Washington, supported hv Danforth
and the Institute for Development of Educational Activities (IDEA), in
which high school students and the nation's leaders "told it as it is,"

junior GoIlege litwareh Review, Vol, R, Nit. 10, (Llolversily of Coliforral, Lie Aogole; El
Cloaritiglioosu for junior flollegos, jono 1072),

l.lfeasvorsing Ow 14*(11ms/tip 111.111'ent If igh School and (nnyt,in: Instittite fi7r 1)(TVii111111VII
of Erlovoll000l Ine., 1072)
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C.ommunity colleges can serve as the chief instruments recta cot, in
its best sense. for all of higher education, bruited that this prop-, 'on re-
quires more faith from the universities than the pt nior colleges have yet
earned from their august confreres, the fact remains that community cid-
_loges because they are community institutions. because, for the most part,
they are declic'ated to a continuity of educational opportunity, because they
are willing and able to provide the kind of education that bridges or elim-
inates the gap between secondary education and higher cdneationare the
best recruiters fist' all of higher education. A few institutions might doubt
the ability or the willingness of junior colleges to do this for them, but in
the long um and for most upper-division institutions, the opportunities far
ontwcigh any possible dis:nlyantages. (After all, if von can't trust your
co ..community college, whom can you trust?)

in

II

these times of diminishing enrollments and resources, all institutions of
higher etliwation will depend to an increasing degree, on the concept and the
article of faith that die continuation of the American democracy rests On :4. pat-
tern of continuing and continuous education for all its citizens. If this faith is
valid, competition for scholars and students eon and must give way to a dedica.
lion to cooperative action that gets each citizen into the kind of cdocotioonl
enterprise from whivh he can profit most.

THE TRANSFER BUGABOO

Last, wo rotor= to the question of -partnership" referred to earlier, which
many may believe shoolt1 have claimed all our attention. The transfer of students
from one institution to another is an interesting question, made poignant and
fromiently embarrassing \Own interested citizens and patents ask abont Sally
Smith or Tom Brown or jack justice who "lost 9-1, or 72, or 29 credits \Olen he
transferred from college X to college Y," car who "made all A's at college M and
flunked out when he transferred to college 0 or who "had his grade-point
average redned hy half hoe:lose Dean Almighty at the university said that
junior college 13's are only half as good tic the university's." 17/alai» consider-
ations and principles are essential to a snevessful relationship in this area.

First, the American college mildew is highly mobile. Transfer is not a one -way
or even a two-wav street; it's more like a traffic circle, hut less well controlled
and with fewer directional signals. Poibably more students transfer to dint from
community junior colleges, Educators in junior colleges have complained,
sometimes bitterly, about the poor reception of their transfers by fourycar
mlleges, but have often been guilty of providing a less than hospitulde welcome
to those they receive: A certain defensiveness that has prompted them to be
"rcstriutive,- to he "severe,- or to "uphold standards" can now give way to a
position bayed on more legitimate principles. nor institutions, university and
community college alike. can no longer afford the luxury of confusing difficulty
with excellence.

Second, to the greatest do tree possible, systen15 of "bloc' transfer of credit
or even morn important, of "educational achievement" must replace our cur-
rent piecemeal, even picayune, item - by -item approach, With CLEF and other
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progressivc devices, we are on the verge of having imuivative approaches to
evaluation available. It goes without saving, however, that they must he used to
facilitate, not to impede, the student's orderly progress toward his educational
goals.

Third, every device imaginable must he used to help the student when he
needs it. The use of total educational Career counseling early in his college ex-
perience, the maintenance by the junior college and the university of tranfer
-half-way honscs,- the employment (as at the Florida State University) of a
transfer ombudsman are only a few of the practices that may prove increasingly
useful,

CONCLUSION
The art of partnership is difficult and complex because, anion, other reasons,

our institutions are complex and not themselves consistent and internally co-
herent, it is my belief, hope, and faith, however, that students and citizens
of the future, as they view our 'invitation to dance together,- will not throw
up their hands in despair and eiy, "Ain't that a crime?"
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THOMAS M. SHAY

THE WORKING RELATIONSHIPS OF
AACJC AND THE COUNCIL OF
UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES:
SOME PROPOSALS FOR A
COUNCIL POSITION PAPER
It is both an honor an.1 a challenge to discuss ays in which the American
Association of Community and Junior Colleges' and the nation's senior colleges
and universities may continue to expand their working together.

During the past year and a half, members of the council have given a good
deal of thought to the topic assigned to me for discussion at this conference.
A sub-committee of the Executive Committee of the Council prepared a position
paper for Project Focus, Much of this paper is based on the work of that sub-
committee and its members, to whom I wish to give clue credit.

It may be useful to review briefly the history of the conned, Tt has grown
gradually and almost casually, beginning in 1966 with quite informal meetings
of professors at the AAJC conventions. For several years, these meetings were
convened by Frederic Giles of the University of Washington. The group became
somewhat more formally organized during the Atlanta convention in 1069.
Recently, both program and business meetings have been held each year, and
attendance has increased steadily. For a number of Tars, we have also held
occasional regional meetings of professors of community college education, and
although they arc usually held in conjunction with annual meetings of regional
accrediting associations, they may be considered regional meetings of council
members.

The council, since its inception, has kept its organization quite loose. Since the
Atlanta meeting, it has elected a chairman and vice-chairman each year, and has
had an Executive Committee consisting of the Chairman, Vice-Chairman, six
Regional Representatives, and four Special interest Croup Representatives. It
has published a few issues of a newsletter, but has had no membership cletini-
tMos, requirements, or dues. Membership has consisted of professors in four-
year acolleges and universities who are "interested in community college educa-
tion." The council's affiliation with AAJC has also been quite informal. The
association staff has been most helpful and cooperative, although it has had

Until July 1971, the mcrienn Association of Junior Co Hogg.
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no time or mom_ v allocated specifically fur work with the council. With no
stated membership conditions, it had been impossible to provide membership
lists, but, in the fall of 1971, lames Nelson of Michigan State University (then
Vice-Chairman and now Chairman of the Council) prepared a carefully up-
dated mailing list of professors "interested in community college education." It
contains the names 01 over .150 persons, all of whom, for the moment, may he
tinisidered council members.

In the past two or three vears, interest has increased in defining the purposes
and functions of the council, an interest reinforced by the association's Project
Focus and, in particular, by the Project Focus position paper prepared by a
council committee. At the 1I/7 l Da ILIA meeting, when the council voted to under-
take a self-stud of its purposes and functions, a beginning was made on the
Project Foe lei position paper.

With this hit of background, we now examine certain potentials for inter-
action between the council and the association. Four factors govern this inter-
action:

I. the needs and interests of community college constituent groups, including
all members of the communities xyliere they are located

2. external conditions, particularly availability of funds
3. the interests and capabilities of council members and their institutions

the interests and mganizational conditions of the association.

We can scarcely overemphasize the importance of the first factor, for those
community college needs and interests are the conference's, the council's, and
the tissociation's reasons for being. At the risk of intruding on the topics of pre-
ceding alai succeeding spe:Ikers, I should like to touch briefly on this point. There
is clearly a fairly extensive and apparently growing feeling on the part of com-
munity college personnel that university and senior college programs are not
adequately serving the real needs of community colleges. The prevalence of
this feeling is supported be the National Advisory Council on Education Pro-
fessions Development, whose report was distributed recently. In it the council
stated that:

The situation is so intolerable that some critic's have suggested that universities
should not even attempt to prepare community-junior college staff. These
critics have recommended that all available energies and funds should be
channeled into programs of inservice education to be coordinated by the
community-junior colleges.'

This feeling is due in part to poor communication and inadequate understand-
ing of what graduate institutions are doing, but also to grtultlate institutions that
tend far too frequently to offer what is convenient, what is traditional, and what
suits the interests of their professors, rather than what is genuinely and currently
needed and wanted for the improvement of community colleges. I am not pro-
posing that we university and senior college professors should abandon our par-
ticipation in leadership and simply react to the opinions of others. I am :mg-

National Advisory Council on Ednention Professions novelopnanit, rcoplo for Out People's Coi.
lege:A Report of the National Advisory council on Education Professions perelopmeni (WWI, p, 160,
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gesting that we should base our work and our leadership activities on present
and projected reality in community colleges.

The second governing factor, -external conditions, particuladv availability of
funds," warrants a separate paper. I shall state here only what seems obvious: It
the Council of Universities and 'Colleges as all organization is to lie an effective
force in community college education, it must be prepared to pav its own Nvay.
We can expect encouragement, cooperation, and secretarial support from Ill
association, but we have no !WWII to expect any substantial financial support
from it. Nlenthers of the Council's Executive Committee have been considering
this matter and plan to give financing a high priority in forthcoming committee
sessions,

The third and fourth of these governing factors were considered at length
by the council committee that prepared the Project Focus position paper. A
restatement of portions of that paper should help in later discussions at this
conference.

'The memliels of the Council of Universities and Colleges who were present
at the March 1, 1971 business meeting unanimously agreed that the Council
should follow the lead of the Association and examine the Council's purposes,
functions, and activities. Although there is as vet no formal structure for such
selfexamination, there has been ulna discussion or the matter, From this
discussion, it is clear that professors of junior college education commonly'
regard their professional work as being related to one or more of the following
functions:

1. consideration of philosophical and theoretical concepts related to junior
colleges

1 research related to the junior college
3. Preparation and in-service education of junior college staff
4. relating junior college concepts and concerns to various i7tr'50115 and

groups in senior colleges and universities
5, consulting with and advising junior colleges,

It follows that the Council of Universities and Colleges should be concerned
with these functions and others that may he identified. Further, it seems
clear that the Association roles of the Council and its members should he
those that (1) help Council members to perform their work more effectively,
and (2) enable Council members to contribute appropriately to the activities
of the Association.'

I should like to discuss in some detail three f these items, and simply touch
the other two,

I. Consideration of Philosophical and Theoretical Concepts

This heading does not refer to mere conviction or goodwill. 1t is one thing to
say nod believe that easy access for all to higher education is a good thing; it is
quite another to work out and defend a comprehensive philosophical analysis of

0"7be American Association of junior Colleges; Some Observntions Ilegarding Ito Purposes, Func-
tions and Orwmigution;" A 1.),,,ithin paper prepaR.d 1,1f Pr4n.t Focus, by a Sulmonuniticv tilt

CLtimvil (4 Universities and Colleges, Mimeograph (June 1071), p, 0,
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the rcaLons ior and this consequences of such tieeess, Similarly, while it is a
simple matter to espouse broad -based participation in institutional decision mak-
Mil:, it is not simple It) develop a theoretical construct of decision making. that
takes into ;Livonia what we know of personality noddy, legal respousibilitY, organ-
izational change syndromes, told dozens of other factors. It satins that, in both
instances, the second, more complex of Ow options will be of greater long-term
use to community college education,

Discussion of this function brings up one of the more complex issues facing
professors concerned with community colleges, lianwk, the proportionate
weights given to philosophy, theory, and prtictiee in senior college and univer-
sity programs in community college education. Although less frequent now
than two or three years ago, there is still a demand For -relevance- in education,
including. graduate education. Unfortunately, as relevance is sometimes con-
stilled as being non-theoretical, a relevant education is considered by scone to
teach only -flow to do it," and not at all -Why do it ?'' or -\\lw do it this way?"

Sttyll a definition of relevauce seems quite short-sighted. Teehnieme is im-
portant. (and will be taken up later in this paper), big workable and appropriate
techniques vary from one situation to another, Sound philosophy and theory,
on the other hand, have validity in nearly all situations, and servo to guide the
practitioner in working out techniques appropriate; to whatever situation he is
in, University and senior college professors should he basieally concerned with
developing clod defining a sound philosophy and theory of community college
education. Further, they should take the responsibility for presenting the philos-
°pi's- and theory in wavN that make clear their relevance and importance, Snell
concerns and responsibilities are by no moans limited to us, the professors, Nit
we do have here a particular obligation.

How does or how might the association relate to this professional function?
I suggest that the association can' encourage its performance in at least three
wars. First-, it can actively seek out sound philosophical and theoretical writings
for publication in the journal or in nuniographs. Second, in the annual conven-
tions, it can schedule sessions devoted to complex phile,ophical and theoretical
issues, Third, through its examining and critical functions, it can identify areas
of community college education that particularly need careful analysis and can
encourage senior college and university professors, and others, la undertake such
analysis,

H, Research Bel the Community College

Several basic points should be made initially concerning this function:
1. *WC need both basic and action-oriented research on needs identified by

community colleges.
2, We need more and better coordination of research to make the best use of

individual projects and to avoid needless duplication,
:3, We need more brief publications that consolidate research findings and

explore the practical implications of the findings.
-1, We need inure money to support research and we must use the funds

effectively und efficiently,
mc

How may the association and the council work together on these matters?
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First, I suggest au Association Task Force ht, established, to identify critically
needed research, both inn Mita! and regiontd. and to propose a len-yea plan forconducting it. Such a Task Force should represent community colleges cold
graduate institntions equally, and should operate according I() association
policy, with appropriate sIaII functions provided by the ;association.

After the Task Force has established an initial plan, the council and the
association could work together at identils Mg graduate institutions and com-
munity colleges that are interested in and can undertake specific research proj-
ects. Institutions, council, and associatimi could dien cooperate in seeking special
project funds, if needed.

III. Preparation and Iii Service Education of Community College Simi.
Under this heading, four principal points con he made. First, it is clearly the

obligation of each university and senior college program to continue to detconine
the pre service and in-service needs of community colleges in its area and to
attempt to meet them, (Such a study of needs in Ow \I(Hintain-Plains region is

being conducted by ijuaald Newport of the University of Colorado.)
In this connection, it is also clear iltat graduate programs in comnumity colleges
should be giving more attention to in- service education (stall development). From
all sides we hear the call for such services. need for pre service programs
will continue, hot the ninnlicr of persons winding and zipparently needing in-
service programs is vastly greater. The pre-service education offered (for in-
stance, in the Kellogg leadership programs) has been finite effective, and has
produced a sizable number of change agents in community college education.
Nevertheless, graduates of these and other programs are only a small percen-
tage of community college staff; we need to work with thousands more. Again,
these points are supported by the Advisory Council in Education Professions
DeveleP"'cuic "'hese report was received after (his paper `"is drafted('

The second point is that better ways of capitalizing on the special competen-
cies in each graduate program and in each community colleg,e should be avail-
able. Few programs are huge enough to have experts in all the basic areas of
community college educationinstruction, curriculum, finance, facilities, man-
agement systems, personnel relationships, die law, community services, stu-
dent personnel services, minority programs, cle.!nut most have stall members
expert in one or more of them. Furthermore, many community college Staff 111C111-1wrs have a wealth of information on these 'natters. There is now some inter-
change of staff, through workshops and through consulting visits among theleaders in many fields. It scents both advisable and possible to increase the
availability of the various experts to community colleges and graduate programs.

The conneil and the association could work together un this in at least two
ways, One is the compilation of a roster of speckilists (not limited to university
and senior college professors) available to work with collegc.s, groups of colleges,
or universities on special problems. A second cooperative action, suggested by
Richard Wilson, Associate Director of the Association, is that the association
could serve community colleges well by establishing a series of short institutes
or workshops on special topics. They would he manned by specialists in each

Snail tut Advisory Council no 1:dootinii Prolvssiom 1.Thveloproeld. Op. sit.
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topic nod offered by he samo staff in various parts of the country. 'The possible
role of the association \you'd be to orgaoize and coordinate the meetings.

The third P Tilt is that universities and senior colleges should do their best
to resinnal 0) specific needs klentified by the association. As 0 current example:
:he association's Office of Spanish Speaking l'unicnto, together with El Cuhgreso
Nacional do Astnitos Colcgialcs, has emphasited the need for mole Nlexiean-
Americau administrators in community colleges, and at least seven universities
in the Southwest are working with them to clevbe %vays of meeting the need.

The fourth point under pre service and in-service education is its nature and
quality. I propose that it comprehensive national study of staff development
programs 'ac offered in both senior institutions and community colleges.

Again, I ref 'r to the report of the National Advisory Council on Ell1W1111011

Professions Development. This report, drafted by Terry Ullanion of the Uni-
versity of Illinois, is quite useful and should awaken cniv who are still at rest
in the .1 1,1611s. As O'Baoion pointed out in the preface, however, ".. informa-
tion on staff development programs is very scarce,' and 1 did not have time to
make a complete study for this report. I suggest that a comprehensise study he
conducted over a much longer period. It should include effective modes of in-
service education I commuuity college staff with various responsibilities, the
function and nature of teaching and adotinistrative internships; means of inte-
grating history, philosophy, theory, tnid practice; the place of research and the
dissertation in doctoral programs; and the relationship betm,,,,
studies and professional studies in conummitv college teacher pnt!Jyams. It would
be imperative that it consider the relative effectiveness and efiiicicmcv of various
approaches to stall development.

he Gone by the Conned of Uoiversities andif carried out, such a stuck shonl 1 1 1

Colleges, with the cooperation of the association, and particularly of those asso-
ciation constituent groups that have a special interest in pre-service and in-serviec
education It should be headed jointly by as university professor ;nal a community
college staff member.

An extremely important point concerning all these cooperative activities
that they must be conducted so :IS in encourage, lint stifle, creative thought and
activity on the part of individuals and groups. We must not get into the deadly
habit of saying that an idea or activity is no good unless it fits some previously
devised plan. Do the contrary, the purpose of whatever the council and the
association do together must he to continually discover and implement sound

new ideas, regardless of their sources. Otherwise the effects of our work may
be more negative than positive.

IV and V. Inte-institutional and Consulting Functions

The fourth and fifth of the university and senior college functions listed above
may be discussed more briefly. The fourth function dealt with relating commu-
nity college concepts and concerns to various persons and groups ill senior
collcges and universities. How this is done neeessarilv varies from institution
to institution, according to the characteristics of the organiyittious and individ-
uals involved, but professors most stay abreast of developments in the associa-

4 Ibiti v. v.
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lion, in order to serve effeetivel as community college interpreters and advocates
on university campuses. It is equally import:no for the association to maintain
contact with ter litany professors of community college education as possible, to
help keep !Item informed. This seems a cleat' -cat case for continued and fre-
quent communication between council officers and association staff.

Much HI what has been said concerning the first four functions also applies
the and :oh ism v services perfumed by professors. l'he

importance of council-association cooperation in identifying needs and the uni-
versity resources that can help meet than must be particularly emphasized.

Belorc concluding this paper, 1 shall try to respond to a pertinent question=
11 hat specilic characteristics of the council members can be important to the
association? i suggest the following:

I. an orientation to philosophy and research

2. experience in the development and implemet ttition of staff education pro-
grams

3. the insigh ts gained from the dual experience, which n any professors have,
of service 011 both community college and university ,laffs

1. the relative ohjectivity of those committed to the community college con-
cept, but a step or two removed from the task of its actual in

5. a good understanding of higher education generally and of the present and
potential role of the commonity college as one element of higher education

6. direct access to the academic resources within the universities
7. internal access to the political sub - structures of the universities.

In its position paper for Project Focus, the council sub-committee suggested
that it would he useful for council members to serve on any association bodies
that are

1. concerned with the formulating of such philosophical, political, or theoreti-
cal concepts as the role of the junior college in the society or the definition
Of junior college outputs

2. concerned with the identification of research needs, organization and co-
ordination of research activities, or identification and allocation of research
funds

3. considering the nasal for junior college staff or the appropriate preparation
of such stall
concerned with ran.' rrl i bet\yeeti junior colleges and other institutions
of higher education.'

The sub-committee stressed the primary reason for the inclusion of council
members:

Perhaps it should he reiterated that the first reason for suggesting such repre-
sentation is not to influence decisions. It is rather to help council members
stay abreast of developments in the Junior college field, so that their work in
staff preparation, resmrch, etc., will be as close as possible to [what] is needed
and wanted by the junior colleges. It is true that the authors believe that
"The American Association a junior Colleges," op. cit., p.
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council members may be able to make unique contributions to the boilles
described above, but this is deemed a secondary consideration.'

It is Men taut to recognize that the association takes finite seriously the inter-
est of the council in imperative endeavors. In recent months, the association
has taken the folliuving steps tovard ineluding the council in association affairs.
It has:

I. welcomed, ac c c Iitetl, :urcl used the cenneik p it ion paper for Prok. t
Focus
included council repcs .ntation on two cm 'incr. that rt Pinto t
Focus repots

3. elected a council member (the Chairman) as a member=utdarge of the as-
sociation board under the new bv-laws
included two comicil members on the Interim Steering Committee for the
first Assembly meeting, to he held in the hill of 1973.

Iii addition, the association continues to engage university professors to head
certain of its projects, and has in numerous other ways shown its nacrest in the
ideas and cootriluations of the council members.

Judging !non recent events, it is clear that the ftssoclation is truly interested
in cooperation. As an important means of advancing, cooperative relationships
is strengthening the council itself, I suggest the following:

I. The council should identify its purposes and functions more specifically.
The three basic purposes for the council should be: (a) to serve as a forum
for senior college and university professors interested in the conummite
college; (b) to provide a unified has for the professors' participation in
association affairs; and (e) to serve as a vehicle for cooperation among senior
colleges and universities and between those institutions and the association.

2. The council should consider how it is to meet the requisites for formal
affiliation with the association.

3, The councqi should consider some tightening of its organizat 1 strueunc
so that its activities may be carried on most effectively and efficiently. (The
council may even wish to consider establishment of a paid part-time execu-
tive position.)

4. The council should consider means eif funding its activities.

In closing, one point needs to be put quite eleadvand several timesinto
the reeord. The purpose of all of cis community colleges, the association, and
the council and its membersis to assist and improve the education offered to
community college students and their communities. Unless we keep that purpose
clearly in mind, our discussion of subordinate purposes and issues has little point.

7 Ibiti.
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SECTION II

Community junior Cone °. s and a
University Work To ether



STEPHEN M. EPLER

COMMUNITY JUNIOR COLLEGES
AND UCLA
A TWELVE-YEAR CASE STUDY

ORIGINS OF THE UCLA JUNIOR COLLEGE LEADERSHIP PBOCRA.
Twelve Years ago a gap emerged in American junior colleges, caused by their

tremendons growth since 'World War 11. The growth in the number of colleges,
of students served, and of purposes assumed by the junior college led to a
widening gap between the simply of trained, sympathetic men and women On
into band and leadership positions in these new institutions on the other.

One of the first responses to this situation. becoming' more and more notice-
able in the late Tills. was made by the American Association of Junior Colleges,
which described 1111 nature of the sap_ to a number of private foundations. Of
these, the W. K. Kellogg Emindation in Baffle Creek, Miellicran, recognized art
opportunity to provide assistance and, with the help of llie AAJC, the foundation
"spread the word" of its interest in supporting several university centers for the
purpose of providing in-service and pre-seryice preparation of junior college
administrators. 'Foor slid' centers were envisioned in the early discussions bc-
twecn the association and the fiumdation, but the receipt of many urtrclit appli-
cations precipitated a decision 1w Kellogg fin:Ells' to fund ten ccitc .4. One of
these ten. and one of the first to he announced, was to he located at the Uni-
versity of California, Los Angeles, under the direction of IL Lamar Johnson,

Durimr its twelve-Year existence, the UCLA Center has gained national recog-
nition as an outstanding example of a Junior College Leadership Program,
outstanding in its implementation of the purposes supported Ity the Kellogg
Folintiatimi and as an expression of a sound ulliyersity-inniOr college relationship,

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE UCLA JUNIOR COLLEGE
LEADERSHIP PROGRAM

. Close Ties with the Field
The keystone of the UCLA JCLP throughout its existence was the Advisory

Council of Junior College Presidents. Formed in May 1960, the council met
Inlis report was taken from Stephen 3.L Elikr, "A History of the UCLA Junior College leadership

Progr:on: 1969-1971" tooth tlrlishecI Ed.n. ilksertation, Univeritv of California, Los Angeles, 1971),
The dissertation contains a narrative deseObing the therms and emphases of each of three grants, ait of 1 al Oes charting mobility of program gradoatt.s, and a collection of seventeen interviews WithIn peoide, ranging Irony Gk.:vier to J011114.11 to Kiosinger, who have been connected with the UCLAtonior College Leadership Program.



ScVcral tiox s 1":1( 11 VCar, functioning sIncr window dressing, but as a
meaningful contributor to the program, It provided hnth formal and tudormal
contacts between the ma, ersity and the field to their mutual advalmer.o. he

JCI,P gained in innumerable xvoys. Presidents recommended applicants to the
progpan; they suggested topics tor seminars_ workshops, and conlerences; thev
seivcd as resources Iii conrscs. The Laboratory in junior College Admiaistration,
a precursor in some a s cit the Clearinghouse, resulted from a suggestion
cif a council member, and its first matm ials wile sent bv (mmicil members. The
shape of the ritsitifi was determined 1) the council. Later, a:applications
lor Kello,,ry grants and the di,. elopmunt ttf ;rfiplic;tt hats nettle tic Danforth, Es so,
and Kultm \vele re\ iewed, modified, and endorsed by the council.

Although, through the opeultiou tit the zul isory emoted, I. CL.-,. was ()bk. to
de\ clop support among presidents for the pn)gi.am, the relationship was not
unklirectional from council to UCLA, for the presidents. too, gained from this
relationship. Most conneil meetings were highlighted liv a presentation or
speaker ()I' genuine interest, ',Ihe council also provided an opportunity for pres-
idcros tai inert The annual Presidents' Lake Atrowhead Confereiice
began in 1992 cut of a council member's suggestion for extending this informal
discussion from a few hours to several days, The Lake Arrowhead Conference
has served this plop ,se well for the last ten Years. 1907 marked the first annual
spring Deans of Instmction meeting at Lake Arrowhead, which closely followed
the pattern of the fall presidents' meeting

2. Pre-service Training

The most ob).ious characteristic of the UCLA JCL P in pre service training
was the development r a doctoral program, Before 1900, there was no such
program. The Kellogg monies included training stipends to attract candidates
and salaries to support added staff. The Graduate School of Education and the
in itself encourag-ed the growth of the doctoral program. By 1972, over
100 doctorates had been awarded through UCLA in the junior college field.

Complementing the doctoral program were experiences gained thrungh nn
administrative iiiternsbipa program not envisioned in the first grant. 'the ob-
vious advantage of the internship was that it provided on-the-job experience,
concrete, real-life experiences that could be blended with the inure abstract
learning of the seminar and classroom, and the internships, often coupled with
fellowships, prt)vided income for many candidates who otherwise could not
have afforded the cost of advaneed studv.

The mobility and placement of these JCLP graduatesd:letorntes, interns,
Kellogg Fellows, rind post doctorates program begun in ion; to prepare
professors in the field of the junior collegr)is worth noting. Of the 100 doc-
torates, about 1,1 (15';') became deans or presidents: of the 5-1 interns, 27 (50.'1)
oceanic deans or presidents; and of the 33 'Kellogg Fellows, 21 (6:`71 became
cleans or presidents. Twenty current presidents are gradnates of the UCLA pro-
gram, but the influence of these men extends beyond their mere number. Most,
of course, arc situated in California, but Leslie Roltai in Kansas Citv, Ervin
Ilarlacher in New jersey, Barton Hen-seller in North Carolina, and Walter Pentz
in Calgary- illustrate the fir - ranging impact of. UCLA.



3. In-service Training

The JCL I3 gate colisido.dble attention td both in-svrvicv responsibilities mid
pry-service training, A Nanety of programs to read' a vanetv ol audiences
throngh a variety of means NV:3-S designed.

The slimmer workshops were joint ventures, en-sJiwilsored by Ellice Cali-
fornia JCLP'sCCT,A, Berkeley, and Stanford, 'these three-week workshops
were aimed at orienting lower-echelon inlministrators and new entiants to the
broad purposes of the junior college.

Shorter in duration, lint more intense in concentration, wry(' the week-long
workshops for new presidents. Begun in 1967, Ilictic workshops provided an
11111 .111 a I ifn I W the latest management techniques for newly appointed presidents.

Publications represented still another medium for the JCLB, The Occasional
Reports, journal articles, books, dissertations, and seminar papers distributed
to council members were other forms of communication between the JCLP and
the

Conferences sponsored by the JCLP, an alternative medium, were scattered
throughout a given Year. Early conferences covered topics frem accreditation
to admission standards for nurses, from institutional research to the problems
of establishing new colleges. Later conferences, however, focused more and more
on instruction and innovation, themes that, as will he noted, dominated the
middle and later years of the JCLP.

The annual national sunnier conference began in 1961 and has been held
every July since then. It respresents still another in-service enterprise of the
program. The theme of the conference concentrated more and more on instruc-tion-

196-1 New Directions in Instruction in the Junior College
1966 Systems Approaches to Curriculum and Instruction in the Open-Door

College

1967 The Experimental Junior College
1969 The Improvement of Junior College Instruction
1.971 Toward Edneatinnal Development in the Junior College

The annual summer conference has come to be an important fixture of the JCLP
and, together with the Occasional Report summarizing: conference proceedings,
has become one of the JCLP's primary ways of ftilfilling its in-service obligations,

4. Junior College Environment

In smile respects, the JCLP became the trunk from which or around which
other programs could flourish. At a minimum, it ushered in range of junior
college-oriented programs and spearheaded the development at UCLA of a
commitment to the junior college. 13, Lamar Johnson labelled this development
at UCLA a "junior college environment ," The university itself fostered the de.
Yelopment by increasing its staff in the junior college area from one in 1960
to four in 1967. Incidentally, this growth was most pleasing to Kellogg, which
rightfully views its ventures as seed money, f.c a project is funded only with
the expectation that it will be incorporated into the on going program of the
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existing organization. The doctoral program. the growth of staff, the Lake Ar-
rowhead meetings, and the summer conference and workshops represented
programs that onee were Partially or totally supported by Kellogg, but that
Iiave become universitv-supported or largely self-supporting. The existence of
a junior college environment nt UCLA owes 11111(.11 to the Kellogg Foundation.

Thus a number of innior college-oriented programs, outside the JCLP itself,
has come to exist at UCLA in this junior college environment. One of the first,

one of the most widely recognized, and one of the most, successful of these
junior eolle 'viewed programs has been the ERIC Clearinghouse, directed
since its beginning in 1906 by Arthur NI. Cohen, 'rho Danforth Project, begun

in 1967, and the League for Innovation in the Community College, begun in
1969, represent two expressions of the 1CLP's later involvement with the im-
provement of instruction. The mammoth "Study of junior Colleges- directed
he James Trent with support front the LISOE, and the more specific study of
articulation, funded by Esso under Frederick Kintzer's direction, represented
two more instances of this thriving junior college environment at UCLA. Rosa-
lind Loring's tutining program of counselors for minority-group women is still
another example. Simon Gonzalez helped organize and develop funding for
the "Southern California Consortium," in which four colleges, each containing
large minority-group enrollments, designate 75 students apiece to receive guar-
anteed enrollment, tutoring, financial aid, .ind other support see' ices from
UCLA. The list could be expanded, but the point has been made, Now, in
1972, a plethora of junior college programs exists, where only one stood in 1960.

5. Instructional Innovation
To this point the focus has been on struchtrethat is, on the quantitative

features of the JCLP and its sister programs, but a qualitative feature also re-
Iluires attention: If any one feature of the JCLP has characterized the program,
it has been instructional innovation, For this quality, more than for any other

single featnre, the UCLA JCLP came to be recognized in the field. Instructional
innovation" and "instructional improvement" became its watchwords. The topics
of summer conferences, alluded to earlier, are but one indication of this JCLP
interest. Dissertations and seminar papers are other indicators, The activities
of the League for innovation and the enterprises of the Danforth Project arc
still other indicators, to say nothing of public:a LionsIslands of Innovation
paneling, for instance, Perhaps the program's graduates themselvesregarded
more and more in the field as innovatins, as men of act-19n and change stand as

the best indicator of all. This qualitative characteristic of the JCLPits com-
mitment to instructional improvementwarrants special mention in any de-
scription of the UCLA Junior College Leadership Program.

CONCLUSION
A need for training leaders that had become recognized in the late '50s

attracted the Kellogg Foundation, whose funding was directed toward the
establishment of University Training Centers. In 1960, one of these centers was
located at UCLA. The UCLA Leadership Program has come to be character-
ized in at least five ways. First, it established close, intimate tics with the field,
largely through its viable Advisory Council of Presidents. Second, it established
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a strong pre-service training program for junior college administrators. through
doctoral and internship activities. Third, it enacted a broad-based in-service pro
gram ranging from publications to workshops to confc: !WC'S. Fourth, it con-
tributed to a -junior college environment- at UCLA in which many junior
college-related programs could flourishERIC is but one example. Finally, it
came more and none to he re.cognized as an important cubit\ st and advocate of
instructional improvement in the community college. These five features, each
oil its own or taken as a whole, may be envisioned as the expressioil of a healthy,
dynamic, vital, and growing relationship between UCLA and the community
college, a relationship that has proved beneficial to both parties m the past,
and one that we hope will be carried into the future.
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PANEL DISCUSSION ON
"COMMUNITY JUNIOR COLLEGES
AND UCLA WORK TOGETHER"

B. LANIAR JOHNSON, CHAIRMAN

Abel Sykes (President, Compton College, Calif ):

One problem between the universities and the Graduate School of Education
and practitioners in the field has been the lack of understanding of the require-
ments of the professionals in the field.

The Steering Committee has provided a bridge for those who arc practicing
in the community colleges, giving them an opportunity for direct input to the
Graduate School so that it can respond more specifically to their actual needs
in the field. The Steering Committee has also provided an opportunity for
contacts and information on specific requirement..s.

Siegfried Iiingtvald (President, Cerritos College, Calif.):
One of the key studies of the UCLA Advisory Council has been the Intern

Program, which developed the Community Service Project at Cerritos College,
The Junior College Leadership Program has also aided the improvement of
instruction, as shown by the number of workshops and the development of
instructional packages in mathematics and English, stimulated by the Advisory
Council.

The research and development program at Cerritos has also been stimulated
by UCLA's leadership program. Its influence has been linked directly to the
improvement of the instructional program at Cerritos, a college of 17,000
students.

B. Lamar Johnson (Professor of Higher Education, UCLA):

A reciprocal relationship that we are proud of is with Wanda Sterner of
Cerritos, who is offering a course at UCLA Extension on a Systems Approach
to Self-instructional Materials.
John I its (President, Mesa College, Arizona):

The program has been invaluable to me and I keep coming hack each summer.
A similar program is starting in Arizona, but it lacks the emphasis and strength
of this one at UCLA.

Professor Johnson:

Are there any other universities represented here that are using a typo of
organization like the Advisory Council?



Dayton Roberts (Associate Professor., University of Florida):

We maintain an Advisory Council in higher education within the university
itself. We use the council meetings to inform the university of the happenings
in the community colleges.

Robert Bailey (State University of Wino
The State University of Illinois is a senior institution or transfer institution

and 90 percent of our students are from community colleges in the Chicago
area, We have two types of advisory hoards: one is made lip 1)i C01111111M it V

college ; presidents and meets once a month with university staff: the other is
made tip of laymen from the community, who meet with the administration and
students,

Thomas Shay (Associate Professor of Higher Education, Univcryity of Colorado):
Our council is made up of colleges in 11 states, The advisory council is made

up of presidents and one state director. Most of our contact is by mail or tele-
phone. We also have another advisory council with faculty and deans of instruc-
tion from the State of Colorado, from the Education Professions Development
Act Community College Teaching Program.

Professor Johnson:
Perhaps Fred Kintzer could comment on a survey he is making of university

faculty members.

Frederick Kintzer (Associate Profcs, ter Education, UCLA):

In an effort to test the UCLA professor's involvement in community college
education, we distributed survey forms to the entire faculty, totaling 2,800.
Returns ore not complete, but in about 400 responses are many expressions of
concern, involvement, and considerable interest, About 100 of these respond-
ents were former UCLA students, The more they knew about community col-
leges, the more frequently they visited community colleges and tone more sup-
port they gave. Those who had picked up only rumors or had not visited a
community college were highly skeptical and did not support very strongly
what was going on in community college education. When the analysis is com-
pleted, we should have an interesting document, showing the background of
this partnership and what we might expect in the way of involvement and
relationship in the future.

Professor Johnson:
This is not unrelated to the comments made by Steve Eplcr when he re-

ferred to junior college environment. 11. Kintzer is trying to describe and
identify it and perhaps to protect and expand it,

Stephen Sheldon (Director, UCLA Danford Junior College Program):
One might get the impression that Advisory Council meetings are formal

and structured with many titles and much nropriety. The value to me in the
last five years has been its informal structure. 1 know, in both a personal and
professional way, the presidents of community colleges all over southern Cali-
fornia. Whenever a project or an idea comes up, I can call any one of them to
ask for his opinion or to request him to send someone to a meeting on an in-
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formal basis and stile of getting, his support. They can also call me if they
have graduates coming through in institutional research or counseling, and I
can send dam out. II I see St.-MI(20HO coming through a program who needs a
part-time job %dale finishing his 1311.1)., I can make use of this informal structure,
It works both 1.vays. This has been a great help to Me 111 starting projects mid
in gutting the feedback one cannot get in a formal structure.
Professor Jul nson;

Marie Martin was chairman of the Swering Committee of the Advisory
council. For many years one of the values that we have held in the Advisory
Council, from the point of view of those of us at the university, is that the Ad-
visory Council has helped us identify areas of need for projects and undertakings,
which have later been funded by government agencies or foundations. Dr.

took a leading part in our conferences in developing the proposal that
was subsequently funded by the Danforth Foundation.
:Vatic Martin:

notice that the panel is all male!) Under the new Federal 1-ligher Education
Act, Congress has defined the branch eampuses of the university as community
colleges. We can expect to have greater cooperation between the colleges and
the universities for that reason alone.

Slate commissions are going to be established in the states under Title X. If
you receive federal funds under that Title, which has lots of money, I hope
that community colleges across the nation will get good leadership on the state
commissions. Otherwise, the universities will take over.

Arthur Cohen (Associate Professor of higher _Education, UCLA):
Last April, we had an informal meeting of about 40 or 45 Deans of Instruc-

tion, Out of that meeting came the idea for having a workshop for deans on
teacher evaluation. Because of the new Senate Bill that mandates periodic
iwalnation, the big topic this past year has been the evaluation of community,
college instructors. We held a workshop for about 14 deans at which we worked
with them On matters pertaining to faculty evaluation. We considered faculty
evaluation from (he standpoint of the dean, after finally getting past all the paper
work and all the district requirements and guidelines, which often ran into
thick manuscripts. As a human being, what does the dean do in relation to all
his faculty meinbers wben he is supposed to he evaluating? After all, the dean is
a faculty member, too:

We went through all sorts of simulation exercises, It was very informal, low-
key, and without publicity. We felt we were providing a service and promoting
another type of relationship between those of us in the university mid those at
the community colleges,

Stephen Epler (Director, Extended Day, Cerritos College, Calif,):
The role of the Advisory Council is not only to generate applicants into the

program, but also to oversee the other end of the process. A few years ago, in a
16-month period, 14 people [rem the UCLA program \yore placed as presidents
of community colleges. The effective ties to the Advisory Council also provided
internships for students in the UCLA program.
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President Ringieidd:
Vce, ton, have developed a set of goals and olljcctivcs fair the staff and for the

Clain. Institution. On the goals and objectives that Caine colt of the workshop,
we developed a program on the goals and objectives for training department
chairmen and division chairmen.
Rhhard Frankey (Professor cif Education Geo li-ashingion rsity,

1'aslangton,
1Ve do not have en Advisory Council, hut when I return to niy president with

all these ideas, if we can establish one, it will have been well worth the trip.
According to recently published reports, universities are 1-:.t offering strong
pre service programs for the preparation of junior college faculty members. \\ilia
is your reaction?
Joseph Fordyce (Presrcicrit, Junior College District of St. Louis):

It is Lille there are few institutions with such programs except in the Los
Angeles area. Those that are under the muhrella of the Kellogg program have
emphasized training administrators. There is a real concern about training
teachers, counselors, and personnel workers, and a few institutions arc acting
on it.
Robert Kinsinger (Vice President, W. K. Kellogg Foundation):

All the Foundation can do with its limited (Innis is try to develop a model
for specialized instructional personnel in the allied health fields, where there
are simply not enough instructional personnel available. Many who have the
ability came up through an apprenticeship training program in the hospital
and have had little contact with formal higher education. It is hard for them to
change themselves from really top-notch practitioners, such as chief X-ray
technicians, 10 instructors. The Foundation's seven pilot efforts, called Allied
Health Institutional Personnel Centers, are located at the University of New
York, Buffalo; the University of Kenhickv; University of Florida, Gainesville;
University of Illinois, Chicago; University of Washington, Seattle; and Baylor
University, These are available models that I hope you will investigate,
James Trent (Associate Professor of Higher Education, UCLA):

For the past two years, my colleagues and I have been involved with several
different types of community college around the country. In interviewing ad-
ministrators, faculty, and students, we have found a universal and genuine con-
cern for the continued improvement of instruction, for the world of work, and
for giving community college students an increased sense of dignity. 1Ve found
no systematic evaluilLion of the realization of these concerns. In °lir surveys
and interviews, we noted expressed needs for a variety of counseling help. The
few people who seek counseling do get sonic help, There is an age rang_ e to be
consideredmany in our sample were not in the 16-20 age range, but in their
late 20's, 30s, and 40's. Arc we responding adequately to the older students,
many of whom arc married and have children? We are not talking about high
school kids anymore, we are talking about adults. Are we giving them the best
program possible?

Another problem area is teaching effectiveness and teaching effects. The
technical faculty and the academic faculty have widely different objectives in
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mind, is consensus nece.isai there au orieniatioit an intermix and inter-
change that we might examine The teachers who ha. c been most respected
were those with au orientation toward the junior college and a respect for the
students,

We also 1,11nd mativ students who had transferred from a four-year to a
two-year cohort.. The few icscalchers we found in tnnior colleges were in ad-
ministrative p nosilios,

The main intent of our projects is to develop an information systcnt sc that
the Office of Education construct er hroa,h, has, for surveys of community
colleges and extension centers. Wc need in-house research to het information
back to the colleges. One of the activities being cicveloped at UCLA is a series
of consortia, working partly through the Center for the Study of Evaluation.
\\'e are starting with modest consortia, including two-year colleges. We Want
lu VOrk (111'0(1 IV with two-Year college personnel to get feedback and to learn
what we can do to help. We also want to discover what we can learn from
junior college people themselves, We should like to sere a research internship
program and to place sonic of our graduate students in your junior colleges for
the sole purpose of obtaining information useful to your personnel. \ \'e, too,
should like to serve in junior colleges for a period of time and to join community
college personnel in mutual research efforts.
Mr, SlicIdon:

There is a dalrence between university research and vyhat 1, done in the
junior college. riere is O 111110 skepticism ahout the university research, for it
is not the typ- the junior college needs. We have smile programs on behavioral
objectives. 'the man who is don't; a good job en institutional research usually
becomes an adr-inistrator.

Leslie Koltai .:Cbancellor, rMeefropulitan Junior College District, Kansas City,
Missouri):
I was dire .:to" of institutional research mill 1 nod ioanv of the objectives of

the past are now a part of general administration, We tare dy have some of the
data that von thought the institutional research clirecter wanted to investigate
four or live years ago, The point is that people would examine the findings of
institutional research and would use them or do something with them. The
average age of students in our institutions is 2.6 years, What happened to the
so-called junior college age?

We are facing, a problem of light specialivation. We are under the impres-
sion that if you want to know something about your institution, you have to
have a director of research. If von want to knew something about business, you
have to have a director of business. Because of the stabilizing forces of enrollment
and of the financial situation, we have to take a good look at pre service training.
Perhaps we should have professors serve in colleges for a couple of months to
find the pulse of a totally new generation of faculty and administrators on the
college campuses. We are trying to cooperate with faculties, hut, in general,
they are quite unsympathetic. Many want to teach only upper- division courses
in a junior college.
Pro f cssor Cohen:

Someone mentioned looking at the literature, for so many people do not -
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klICNV fill (1Vc1', 1,11(1W "ad a hook.
Our business has something besides an oral tradition. Nlonv hooks are being
written by and lor community college people not only books, but monographs,
istenme papers. and short papersand they arc all abstracted in the HUG

\\ C Will he glad to find them lug V011, Will 1)1'011;11)1V ge1 more mfor
motion Won vou nivel!

The EllIC Clearinghouse. a lederallv funded program operating for the
seventh year on tins campus brings the literature of education under biblio-
graphic control. It has moved into broader projects rod has become a center of
inquiry on the ((immunity college. The Clearinghouse has under way at this
time a natiuNil r counseling In community colleges, a study of

pinu :x find financial cc tclitic,nti, an i,,h12,1 !tidy' of local colleges (which
is yielding a1 theory col personnel !unctions). and the mlittionship betWCCI1 college
staff and students. It is also doing it national study of cooperative \vork-expenence
programs. 'Fick is all being done at the Clearinglionse in collaboration with junior
college people ;Ind ss ill yield products taldressed to a community college audi-
ence.
Pi-evident Sykes:

Four community cOlkgeS Inn ( a relationship wah UcLA that arose from
a concern related to the success of a community college trausfer coming from
inner-eity schools. We attempted to identify 75 students in their freshman vcar,
find what their weaknesses were, and design specific programs to remodiate
these weaknesses, thus enabling them not only to transfer to the university` iu
the junior rear, but also to improve enough to get through UCLA,

the program is arils in its second year, the data are inadequate, but we
have learned these facts: (1) the attrition rate is less than three percent; (2) the
Gl'A is between 2.8 and 3.0; and (3) the improvement in their feelings about
themselves as a result of their success has been outstanding.

What has resulted from this? (1) We find that identification of students' prob-
lems and immediate programing to eliminate them can be very important.
arc CVCII trying to identify the problems in junior and senior Vearti in high
school. (7) We find that time identification of the students has given than a feel-
ing that they are special and has improved their self-image. (3) Out of this rela-
tionship with UCLA we arc able to select our own students for the program,
and consider it a major breakthrough.
Professor Johnson:

We hope these discussions will be continued. Some of the topics not dis-
cussed are transfer relationships, innovative teaching at the university and at
the junior college, degrees (though we were reminded that this is a problem),
and international cooperation between the universities and community colleges
for internship programs.

We did stress the establishment and maintenance of close working relation-
ships between the universities and colleges. We also covered the preparation of
community college personnel, and the problems, deficiencies, strikes, needs, and
opportunities in this field. We have emphasized research on problems of the
community college that can be conducted and carried out cooperatively by the
university and the colleges.
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SECTION III

Community Junior Colleges and
Universities Work Together:
Action Reports



INTRODUCTION
ROBERT E. KINSINGEll

The Kt., Nowt Foundation is particularly interested in the kind of discussion heardin the second session, One purpose of a national foundation is to review the newissues, problems, and potential solutions of edocational concern across thecountry. For a number of years, one area of great interest loss been the com-munity cc liege,

For the first time, we arc seeing colleges and universities with their feet tothe lire, Additional programs cannot just be added on as they have been for the
last decade, and higher education institutions that have been competiog witheach other for many years are at last beginning to accept the idea that, insteadof competition. cooperation is a potential answer to their problems, Althoughover 50 formal, and many mote informal. consortia are in existence, they havenot always been successful in years past, We hope that higher education in-.stitutions will develop relationships whereby they can provide more efficientand effective educational experiences by pooling their resources,

At this session we shall have action reports on three of the ten areas whereleadership training programs have developed, Florida and Florida State stillhave Leadership Training Programs, Wayne State, Michigan, Michigan State,and the University of Texas have all developed programs.
We shall hoar about the cooperative efforts that have developed, and arecontinuing to develop between the universities and the community colleges intheir areas.
Tlw foondation considers the development of the Community College Leader-ship Training Program one of its success stories, Whenever the foundation isasked about its successes, among the programs it points to are those in the

universities represented here.



JAMES H. NELSON

MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
AND COMMUNITY COLLEGES
Much could be said about the topic I have been asked to discuss and, of neces-sity, I have selectod few examples to illustrate Michigan State University'snumerous relationships with conmmnity colleges, Although NISU's partnershipwith conummity colleges is a much longer ono, the time interval I deal withhere is only from the establishment of the MSU Office of Community CollegeCooperation in 1956 to the present. Nlv remarks are organized around majordevelopmental phases of the MSU-Community College Partnership, namely:

1, establishment of the Office of Community College Cooperation2, Kellogg Junior College Leadership Program
3, MSU Participation in the Midwest Community College Leadership Pro-gram
4. Kellogg Community Services Leadership Program
5. Project RITE (Reach, Involve, Teach, Evaluate)
6, IS1SU Field Relationships and Cornmonity College Articulation

The Office of Community College Cooperation
The strong relationships that MSU has developed and maintained with cont!nullity colleges over the years is due in large part to the leadership of JohnHanna It, long-time president of NISU and staunch community college friend, Itis interesting to note that President Hannah attended Michigan's oldest publictwo-year college, Grand Rapids Junior College. Perhaps it was there that heacquired his deep understanding and enduring appreciation of communitycolleges.

Among his many actions supporting Michigan community colleges, undoubt-edly his derision to establish the Office of Community College Cooperation atNISI] and his choice of Max Smith to head it were the Iwo that had the mostimportant impact on the MSU-community college partnership. The three majortasks Hannah envisaged for that office were:' (1) working with educators andcivic leaders on the planning and development of Michigan community colleges,(2) providing technical and professional assistance in administrative organization,registration procedures, curriculum development, and evaluation, and (3) servingas q general liaison unit between the University and the community colleges.
1 Animal Heron of tiro Moo of Community Cava, tiOtigan SON Univers(ty,I 911-1-6.5,



The Of Fie of Community College Cooperation took seriously its charge to
work \Aid' educators and cis is leaders in the planning and development of
Michigan community colleges, fully ono-third of Michigan's 29 public com-
munity colleges have used the services of this office during their initial feasibility
studies or during their efforts to re-organize as independent units with separate
boards of control. It would be no exaggeration to state that .Nlax Smith became

-the" Nlichigan authority on community college feasibility studies and the pro-
cedures and problems associated with establishing new community colleges.

Ilis services were in great demand both within and ontside Nlichigan,
MSU's proximity to the state legislative halls and to other state offices and

agencies made it convenient for Smith to monitor community college interests
in the capital city, and community college presidents soon came to view him

as their well informed advocate in Lansing. Its work in analyzing and reporting
community college legislation and in helping to develop position statements on
behalf of them was highly regarded, His ulvicc WaS sought by community
college administrators and trustees throughout the state.

When President 'faunal) brought Smith to MSU, he reeopized the importance
of giving visibility to this new office and set of functions outside the university
and of giving its new chief the authority to get things clone within the university.

By bringing Smith to the university as Assistant to the Vice President, he ac-
complished both objectives, Tlw .Nlichigan community colleges found that they

had an understanding and knowledgeable friend at ISIu 1w.) could help them
resolve their grievances will( the inliversity. Thus, the establishinelit of the owl"
of Commtmitv College Cooperation and the appointment of Smith as its director
did much to establish a solid f eina.a..on f or futureure development of the MSU-
community college partnership, The discontinuance of the office's functions on
Ow untimely death of Mas Smith in December 1965 was a blow to that
relationship.

'NISU Community College Adininistration Program

In 1900, the NV, K., Kellogg Foundation finuled a fonr-year Community Col-
lege Administration Program at NEichigan State University. The objectives of

the program were:`

1. the development of the personal qualities and social insights required for
community college admiuistrators

2. the evolution of a valid and consistent philosophy of educational adminis-
tration, with specific emphasis on the image of the community college

3. the acquisition of the skills and abilities required for educational leadership
is the community college

f. the identification of the practical and procedural prtibleuas of community
college administration.

The program developed to achieve these objectives included a coin's° dealing

specifically with the goals, purposes, and organization of the eolneunntv college,

plus a cure of courses in educational theory, higher cduelition, administration,
and the behavioral sciences. In addition, a Seminar in Community College

commtintly couga Administration rrogram, Nuchigon state university. Annual nopon,



Administrant II was conducted throttgltent the year for doctoral candidates in
the progrun, emphasizing the practical and procedural problems of community
college administration, Opportunities for independent study and research, field
study, internships', conferences and workshops rounded out the program,

At the end of the initial four year period, Kellogg funded the program for
an additional three years. The recruitincnt of able candidates into the program
and their subsequent placement in field-study projects, internships, and ulti-
mately, in responsible positions, were greatly facilitated by the network of
lationships established by the Office of Community College Cooperation, The
program prospered; with rather minor modifications (and a major one--the
absence of Kellogg funds!), it continues in operation today.

ulSU Participation in the Midwest Community College Leadership Program

The Midwest Community College Leadership Program was established in
by Michigan State University, the University of Michigan, and- Warne

Slate University with partial support from the W. K. Kellogg Foundation. Its
general purpose was to improve the preparation of administrators of community
and junior colleges throughout the midwest," A Coordinating Council comprised
of two members from each of the participating universities, the Council 1Direeter,
and one ex-officio member from the North Central Association of Colleges and
Secondary, Schools coordinated the program. Through participation in it, Nfichi-
gan State University extended its partnership with community, colleges to the
19-state arca served by the North Central Association.

Illustrating the conneil's work during its ten-year existence are the seven
Annual Community College Presidents' Institutes and the many workshops and
conferences it lots sponsored throughout its 19-state service area, It has also
issued newsletters, conference proceedings, and other publications, and has pro-
vided fellowships, internships, field trips, and other learning opportunities for
graduate students, Last summer's workshop, "Managing Tomorrow's Commu-
nity Colleges," brought to an end dm Midwest Community College Leadership
Program after a decade of inter university cooperation and service to commu-
nity colleges in the North Central Association area,

NISU Community Services Leadership Program

in the summer of I968, a Community Services Leadership Program was ini-
tiated at MSU with a W. K. Kellogg Ifoundation grant. The initial proposal
and program development were spearheaded by Max Baines, with Curator
Mt ran joining him early in the project, The project plan, called "A Proposal to
Explore LOUT Expand the Continuing Education and Community, Development
Potential of Nlichigan Community Colleges," had the following general °Nee-

I, to explore ways for community colleges to identify and respond effectively
to the needs, problems, and aspirations of the communities they serve

Midwest Community College Leadership Program, Annual Report. September
"A Proposal to Explore and Expend the Confirming Education end Community Derelnpit

Pidential of Michigan Community ColligS," submitted to the W. X. Rellegg Foundation, hfliy
1968.
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2. to identify staffing patterns and cpialifteatioos concomitant with the de-
1..elopment of effective programs of continuile4 education and vonnunnity

development
3. to involve community college stair members sualcnts, and members of the

community at large in cooperative efforts to identify the needs and to
develop the resources of the community

-1. to provide in-service training and graduate programs to prepare professional

and staff members for programs of continuing education and conummity.

development
5. to identify sources of funding at local, state, and national levels to enable

comprehensive programs to continuo on a self-sustaining basis at the con-

clusion of the project.

A central feature of the program was its inclusion of three public community

colleges in Michigan as Gemonstration kind pilot CCOterti. The three colleges

selected from the 14 submitting proposals were Mootcalm Community, College,

Lake Michigan College, and Oakland Community College. In on effort to
strengthen their eonommity-service functions, all three community colleges used
a variety of local community and college resources and outside talent in com-

research and development, urban and rural sociology, vocational educa-

lion, and other areas.' The pilot colleges, in turn, served us internship centers for
approximately 15 MSLI graduate students preparing for leadership positions in

community services.
The original concept of the Community Services Leadership Program em-

phasized pre-service training and preparation. Baines and Myron identified
the major components of the leadership program: (1) individual consultation
between faculty and candidates; (2) independent studies, (3) n community set.-
vices seminar, (4) an internship at a consortium college, (5) a research seminar
designed to develop research skills needed by comomoity college administrators,
and (6) general college and university requirements for graduate students,'

At the conclusion of the first two years of operation, several general observa-
tions were made on the Community Services Leadership Program that changed
its course during the remaining year. First, althinigh the three participating
colleges had made significant progress in broadening and strengthening their
respective community-service programs, their impact as pilot Or demonstration
centers did not appear as great as had been hoped. Second, the initial emphasis
on pre service training no longer seemed appropriate, since many colleges had
recently initiated community -service programs, often with inexperienced -

sound, and needed help in program development.
In light of those observations, a proposal to re-allocate funds from the pre-

service emphasis In on in-service emphasis was submitted and approved by
the W, K. Kellogg Fmindation, The list year of the program focused on in-

service training of 23 community service administrators selected from the eastern
half of the United States. The four major elements of the in-service training pro-

r !day Haines and (%intler Myrna, "Commonity Services; A 1.:liver1/2ily-Conononity College Ap-
road]," C:0111 ge 'mama, Oetober 1970, pp. -11-19.

Kellogg Community Si.rVieui Li'lidership Program Annual Popolt-1972. to Preliminary Dnill),
May 26, 1972.
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gram were: (1) a two-week workshop at Nfichigan State University in the sum-
mer of 1971, (2) a month-long internship focusing on experiences at NIS11, the
demonstration and internship centers, and other selected agencies and institu-
tions in Nlichigan, (3) visits be the university staff to each of the 23 community
colleges, and (4) demonstration conferences on the \ISU campus for hoard
members, presidents, and other staff members from participating colleges.

Project RITE (Reach, Involve, Teach, Evaluate)

Overlapping the last year of the Kellogg-funded Community Services Leader-
ship Program, the Michigan Department of Education macic a grant to five rural
Michigan community colleges and Michigan State University to can-y out a proj-
ect whose objectives were (in each community college service area);7

1, to reach ad tilts, particularly those from low-income and minority groups
to involve community college faculty, community agencies, and citizens in
efforts to enhance educational services to low - income community groups

3. to teach adults new attitudes and skills -
-I. to evaluate existing area services for the poor and to initiate long-range

planning of the future service structure
5. to capitalize on the advantages of the consortium relationship by sharing.

through periodic meetings and other forms of communication between the
various staffs, any successes, failures, ideas, and problems noted in the
development of the proposed program

6. to share with other community colleges successful approaches that emerge
from this program.

igh the details of the program's first year will not he recounted here,-
its success is reflected in the recent approval of funding for a second year of
operation. One interesting aspect of the program was its use of "Management
by Objectives" as a procedure for managing the entire project.

Before leaving the general topic of MS U's involvement in Community Services
work, it should be pointed out that a full report on it, recently completed tinder
the Kellogg grant, is in prePiaation and will be distributed to the field when
published. A "Research and Report Series" arising out of the project has already
been published and distributed through the National Council on Community
Services.

MSU-Community College Field Relationships

Although the Office of Community College Cooperation no longer exists, an
attempt has been made at NISU to maintain field contact with the public cornT
immity colleges in Nlichigan. One expression of this interest is the assignment of
a portion of one faculty member's time to field visits and informal liaison Nvork
with individual community colleges. (No elaboration is presented here on the
various relationships NISI' has with individual colleges, as President Gannon's
discussion twill illustrate them.) A similar effort will he inangitrated nest fall
when the "Field Services Unit" of the Department of Administration and lligher

T Project HITE Meech, involve, reach, and Evnlimte); A Project to Develop Community Services/contimiing Edocution Programs in Noo.uthoo DticI,i aii Community Colleges. January 13, 1072.
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Education is expanded to include community college representation. The unit
will conduct field studies and research projects for individual schools and colleges
or groups of schools and colleges on a contract basis.

Another important dimension of MSU's relationship with community colleges
in the field is the inclusion of NISU in the deliberations of the Michigan Com-
munity College Association, Michigan State University, the University of Mich-
gtin and Wayne State University are each invited to send a representative to
these tnectingsand MSU has taken regular advantage of this valuable oppor-
tunity, Aucndance at the Michigan Community College Association meetings
throughout the year and the Annual Summer Workshop in Traverse City pro-
vides an excellent way to keep MSU attuned to the problems, interests and
needs of the Michigan community colleges, It also provides an additional ave-
nue for community college access and input to the university.

In higher administrative councils of the university, former President Hannah
established a tradition of inviting all Michigan community college presidents to
the NISI) campus once a year as his personal guests, President Wharton has up-
held this tradition and has sought to provide other channels for improved cotTh.
munication and cooperation between MSU and the colleges. His continuing
interest in improving university-community college relationships is evident in his
recent assignment of this important liaison function directly to the Provost's
office,

MSU-Community College Articulation

Perhaps Nlichigan State University's strongest relationship with the community
colleges of Michigan is its service to their transfers, According to official univer-
sity records, the number of transfers enrolled at MSU has grown from 1,301 in
the fall of 1961 to 3,896 in the fall of 1971, roughly a 300 percent increase in
one decade. NISU's enrollment of more Michigan community college transfers
than all other Michigan public universities combined appears to be the result of
a well developed articulation program at NISU, backstopped by a generally pos-
itive institutional attitude toward community colleges and their students,

Summary and Look to the Future

Michigan State University's relationships with community have been
strengthened historically by a commitment from top university administration.
The generous support of the \V. K. Kellogg Foundation (for which grateful ac.
knowledgment is given) has enabled MSU to develop programs to help fill the
manpower requirements of the community colleges. These programs have shifted
emphasis over the scars from preparation of presidents and deans to preparation
of state community college directors and university professors of community col-
lege education and most recently, to preparation of community services taimin-
istratiye personnel, Whether the eommunity.service emphasis will soon give way
to 41 new interest is riot yet dear; It is apparent, however, that MSU will be
concentrating its future efforts on in-service rather than pre - service programs
and that it will continue to look on its service to the thousands of transfers from
the Michigan community colleges as the foundation of its relationships with
community colleges.
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JOHN E. ROUECHE

THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS
AND COMMUNITY COLLEGES

The University of Texas has maintained a program of community college educa-
tion for the past three decades. As is well known, the man 'iyho developed and
nourished the program for 27 of those 'ears was our good friend and respected
colleague, C. C. Culvert, now emeritus professor of junior college education and
officially" retired. 1 say "officially" only to denote his removal from the university

payroll. Ile is still as active with community colleges as ever and has conducted
numerous feasibility studies and physical plant studies since his retirement, 11
would be fitting if he were here to discuss the Texas program because its genesis
and development reflect his creative leadership.

Our involvement with community colleges, not only in Texas but also across
the nation, may be categorized as (1) doctoral administrative preparation; (2) in
service training on community college campuses; (3) research related to con-
temporary two-year college issues; and (4) service and active involvement with
state and national organizations. I will discuss our program in these broad
categories.

1. Doctoral Administrative Preparation

Our doctoral program focuses specifically a the preparation of educational
leaders for American community colleges. coking back over the program's
three decades, it is interesting to note that more than GO of our graduates are
now serving as chief administrative officers of two-year colleges and that another
20% are serving as deans of instruction. The program has been remarkably suc-
cessful in realizing its stated mission, We now have more than 35 full-time stu-
dents pursuing doctoral degrees in junior college administration, They come
from states across the nationof our current students, eleven are women, four
arc Nlexican-Arnerican, and one is black,

One of the strongest features of the doctoral program is a semester-long in-
ternship in cooperating two-vear colleges across the nation. More than half
our students intern outside of Texas, ranging from New Jersey, North Carolina,
and Virginia to California and Arizona. The program emphasizes national issues
and active involvement with community colleges in the preparation of adminis-
trators. Our students receive 12 hours of graduate credit for the internship,
which they consistently rank as one of the most valuable experiences of the
doctoral program. We believe strongly that students learn best by doing and
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by active participation tivith commit' college "deers." The internship lalilcls on
those two premises.

Our doctoral program seeks continued involvement with and outputs from
two-year colleges. During the past year, students in the program visited numer-
ous institutioes around the nation, hearing inure than 25 community college
spokesmen at regularly scheduled seminars on campus. These included Edmund
Cleazer, Executive DirectorAmeriean Association of junior Colleges; Richard
Wilson, Associate Ex e ctI .ye Director of the American Assucnition of junior ;Ind
Community Collevs; Thomas NI, Hatfield, Associate Commissioner for Junior
Colleges. Texas Coordinating Board; Joe B. Bushing, Chancellor, Tarrant
County Junior College District; Don Ripley, President, El Centro College;
Robert Clinton, President, Western Texas College; Alfredo de los Santos, Presi-
dent, El Paso Community College; Lamle Horton, President, Kittrell Junior
College; Johnnie Huth Clark, Associate Dean, St. Petersburg junior College;
James Wattenharger, Director of the Institute for Higher Education, Lruiyer-
sity of Florida; Dayton Roberts, Associate Director of the Institute, University
of Florida, Barton Herrscher, President, Nlitehell College; Don Creamer, Dean
of Students, El Centro College; B. Lamar Johnson, Executive Director of the
League for Intimation in the Community Colleges; and community college
teachers and students, As mentioned earlier, our program seeks breadth of ex-
periences; bringing leaders to campus is one way of assuring breadth of both
perspective and experience.

A National Advisory Committee meets periodically to review program goals
and objectives, to suggest ways to improve the program, to assist in evaluating
program effectiveness, and to call our attention to promising candidates, specific-
ally minority-group personnel. The advisory committee is a working group and
all students attend when the group is in session, Here again, the objective is to
maximize involvement with and outputs from leaders in the field.

Our doctoral program endeavors to produce graduates with demonstrable
proficiency in instructional and curriculum development. They can develop high
quality individualized instructional packages and can evaluate materials pro-
duced by others. They are skilled in group processes and change strategies. Per

locust important, they are committed to "making good on the promise of the
open door," and to the egalitarian concept of providing post-secondtuy educa-
tional opportunities to individuals who can benefit from them. Our graduates
are also committed to assessment of program effectiveness, for we are striving
to produce true educational leadersnet an of the "status quo."

Our program faculty includes two former Vice-Chancellors of the university,
Professors L. D. Haskew and Lanier Cox. The former also Served as Dean of
the College of Education for 15 years. The current Vice-President and the Dealt
of Students hold appointments and teach courses in our department. The De-
partment of Educational Administration, where our community college pro-
gram is located, has recently been ranked among the ten outstanding educational
administration departments in the nation.

I should also like to acknowledge the continued support of the U. S. Office of
Education, through its Education Professions Development Act Fellowship
Program, of our program in junior college administration. Our recruitment of
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students and program development activities have been =greatly facilitated by
USOE support.

2. In-Service Training on Community College Campuses

In conjunction with the Texas Coordinating Board and St. Phillips College, and
with funding from the USOE's PDA Institute Program, Thomas Hatfield

1anc
I direct an in-service training program for Texas community colleges that focuses
on instructional improvement and the development of instructional strategies to
areonanodate individual differences. During Ow past year, instructional work-
shops were conducted on more than 20 Texas commtmitY college campuses for
teachers and other interested staff members. 'Fn date, more than 300 community
college personnel have participated in these in-service programs, more than a
dozen of %dila lave already been planned for the 1972-73 school year. At
present, wc see widespread interest in improving instructional effectiveness in
Texas. That colleges share in the costs of in-serx ice workshops indicates their
genuine commitment to the effort.

Varions members of char staff, as well as our graduate students, participate
in community college in-service programs in other states. This year, we have
participated in in-service pnigrains-for the Canadian Junior College Association,
the Virg,inia Community College Association. tlw Oklahoma junior College As-
sociation, the Puerto Rico Regional Colleges of Inter-American University, vari-
ous P1\71)I community colleges consortia, and in individual Iwo-Year institutions
in Arkansas, Colorado, South Carolina, Tennessee, New York, Florida, Alabama,
and North Carolina.

Off-campus extension courses for community college personnel are another
of our in-service efforts. During the last year, extension courses have been taught
it rra Ern t County ,junior College District, Nict,ennan Community College, St,

Community College, and Western Texas Community College. Others
are already planned for fall 1972,

3. Research Belated to Contemporary Two-Year College Issues
Research activities at Texas encompass student dissertation studies and on-

going staff studies. Samples of current student dissertations include; "Develop-
ment of an Instructional Evaluation Model for Community Colleges," "An
Assessment of Programs for Mexican-Americans in Community Colleges," "A
Study of Perceptions of the Conn -Enmity College as Reflected in Minority Attend-
ers and Non- Attenders," and "An Assessment of Current Texas Community
College Programs for Low-Achieving Students,"

Under a grant from the USOE, I ant conducting a study of the effectiveness of
community college programs for nontraditional students, In a national sampling
of institutions, we are looking at student retention in programs; at student
achievement, both in the special program and after the student completes it;
and at student altitudes toward such programs, both while he is in the program
and after he loaves it, Preliminary data indicate that community colleges have
found ways to dramatically reduce attrition, improve achievement, and affect
the student positively. A final report on the stuck, will be filed with the USOE
on September 30, A book on the study will he available from josscv-Bass in
spring 1973.



Feasibility studies, master planning, and other development activities arc
under wav with individual colleges or state associations.

4. Service and Active Involvement with State and National Organizations

For the past 25 years, the university has co-sponsored the Association of Texas
Junior College Board Members and Administrators. The director of the Junior
College Leadership Program serves as its executive secretary and helps elected
officers plan the annual sessions. All junior colleges in Texas belong to the Associa.
Lion and contribute to its budget. The university also contributes funds to it. The
association is an on-going, in-service vehicle for board members and adminis-
trators alike, and attendance last year was 230. The association focuses on state
legislation for Iwo -year colleges and on current state and national issues.

Our staff members arc actively involved with the American Association of
Junior Colleges, with the American Association of blither Education, and with
various agencies in the U. S. Office of Education

The University of Texas has an impressive history of service to the nation's
community colleges; continued and expanded involvement in the months and
years ahead is anticipated.



DAYTON Y. ROBERTS

COMMUNITY COLLEGES AND
FLORIDA'S UNIVERSITIES:
A HELPING RELATIONSHIP

helph. relationship has existed between Florida's community junior colleges
and its stole universities since the first public junk)r college was established at
West Palm Peach in 1933. Most of the faculty were University of Florida grad-
uates, and most of the women on the first faculty were graduates of the Florida
Slate College for Womennow a friendly riva), the Florida State University.

Appropriately enouji, Polio Beach Junior College reciprocated in this help-
ing relationship in 1941, when it sent one of its graduates, named James Lorenzo
Wattenbarger, to the University of Floridawhere several Vears later es -Air
Force Lieutenant Wattenbarger wrote his doctoral dissertation on "The Organi-
zation, Administration and Financing of Public junior Colleges in the State of
Florida." Students of the history of the community college movement know
that his dissertation became the master plan for Florida's system of community
junior colleges.

fames Wattenharger remained at Florida to join the College of Education
facility and in 1955, when the Florida Community College Council was organ-
lz.ed under the leadership of long-time State Superintendent Thomas Bailey, it
seemed only logical that he should seek out as the first Executive Secretary of
the Conned the man whose doctoral study had prompted so much of the recent
thinking ahmit community colleges.

Florida did not relax its contributions to the community college movement
during this era. In 1957, it sent another of its doctoral graduates, Lee Hender-
son, to join Wattcnbarger as Assistant 1)irector of the state's newly established
Jortior College flit ision; it also sent an Assistant Professor, Joseph Fordyce, out
into the world t,1 become president of three community colleges and President
of the American Association of Junior Colleges.

Thus, with a state .coordinated system of community junior colleges and with
the two major state universities, the University of Florida and Florida State
University, well on their way to regional and national prominence, the formerly
happeostancc cooperation between the community colleges and the universities
became planned, organized, and coordinated.

In 1960, a helping relationship emanating from Florida State University and
the University of Florida was to bay and is continuing to have) a significant
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impact on the community college movement, not just in the state or the region,
but nationally and internationally.

I am speaking of the Sontheastern Junior College Leadership Program, sup-
ported in part by the NV. K. Kellogg Foundation until 1908. Since that time,
Florida and FSLI, have assumed full support of the program and have changed!
one word in the title so that it is nOW the Southeastern Community College
Leadership Program, Graduates of the program during the decade of the '60s
now hold some 3 [ junior community college presidencies and another 58 are
now vice-presidents, deans, or provosts of junior or community colleges. A few
of the 1960s graduates, of course, have slipped away to presidencies and other
administrative positions in four-year colleges and universities and a few, includ-
ing Arthur Cohen, John Roucche, and Terry Olianion, have gone to such ex-
tremes that I sometimes wonder if ours is any longer a helping relationship. As
university professors, w are occasionally accused of living by the motto, "Do
unto othersand then cut oat."

Nevertheless, we are proud of our Fsu_university of Florida-Kellogg pro-
gram. The first founders and leaders of the program, Robert Weiginan and Will
LaVire at Florida, nay Schultz and Maurice Litton at FRI, and, more recently,
lames Wattenbarger and Louis Bender at Florida and FSU, have certainly made
their mark on the American community junior college scene.

Reflecting on the Kellogg Leadership Program of the '60s, I increasingly
appreciate the Kellogg Foundation for its great work accomplished with little
commotion.

In 1068, with the establishment of the Institute of Higher I:Ale:Ilion at the
University of Florida, a new era in the helping relationship with community
junior colleges began.

Shortly after the institute was organized, a group representing Florida public
community colleges was invited to Gainesville to consider establishing a con-
sortium of Florida community colleges to facilitate inter-institutional research.
At this meeting, the Florida Community junior College rotor-institutional Re-
search Council had its beginning on the American higher educational scene.
The council now has 20 member colleges with participallon commitments vary-
ing from one year to a lifetime. Its current research projects include "A Com-
prehensive Study of Student Personnel Services to Nitmther Colleges" and "A
Study of the Relationship of College Climate to Reemiting and Retaining Black
Students." Some -15 papers and monographs have been published by the council
during the past three years. The motto of the council, "Cooperation for Progress
Through Research," genuinely reflects its spirit.

Shortly after the Institute of higher Education was established (196S), we
assumed another direct helping relationship with community junior c.dleges
under the Title III Developing Institutions Program provided by the Higher
Education Act of 19(31. What began as occasional helping visits to three colleges
became a series of organized programs that have provided assistance, during
the past four years, to some 22 colleges in seven states and Puerto Rico. Many
tyeriv short-term assistance programs consisting of one to four visits, but several.
such as dose with Henderson State in Arkansas, with Puerto Rico point. Col-
lege, and with the seven-college Florida Title III consortium, are in their third
and fourth years.
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The lunnan resources a istanee pnivided through the institute is in all ofthe four broad areas Mini (.11 iii the Developing institutions Guidelinesad-
ministrative development, student pe-simnel develop_ment, curriculum and pro-
gram developmeut, and faculty development.

PartienlarlY gratifying experitine(s mid results have ()vein-red with long-term
faculty and curriculum development programs at Henderson State, at Puerto
Bic° Junior College, and in the Florida consortium of developing institutions.
I3eginning two years ago with one-shot systems workshops in curriculum and
instruction design, we have now evolved into a series of workshops on "Human-izing a Systems Approach to Learning," The workshops are built around a
model, with the first workshop concentrating on the four sub-systemsEnviron-
ment for Learning, Provision tor Realization of Self-Concept, Calendar for
Learning, and Non-punitive Philosophy of Learning. Our premise is that, with
these four sub-systems working in concert, a positive humanistic climate forteaming can and will prevail on any campus.

The first follow-up workshop focuses on a systems approach for designing
instructional units and packages; subsequent workshops aim at teaching faculty
to conduct structured human relations experiences with their students. This isan integral part of the Provision for Realization of Self Concept sub-system ofthe model,

The workshop that Connie Sutton, Renee Westeott, and I presented for the
seven presidents of the Florida consortium colleges in May 1971 was a memo-
rable one, After six relaxed hours of humanizing activities and experiences, allseven presidents acknowledged a re-orientation to their primary administrative
missioncreation of a positive climate for learning on their campuses, It was
especially delightful when, several weeks after this workshop, one of the presi-dents called to saywith great pride in his voicethat his administrative coun-cil had just voted six to four to abolish capital punishment!

To date, some 320 faculty on 12 campuses hove experienced these "Human-izing a Systems Approach to Learning" workshops, On all 12 campuses, instruc-tional units and packages are being developed and used, and human relationsexperiences are being integrated with learning activities by faculty who them-selves had their first such experience in our workshops during the past two years.
Another helping relationship extending from the University of Florida tocommunity colleges, both in the state and throughout the nation, Neils begunearly in 1971 with the establishment of the Center for Allied Health instruetional Personnel. The center, supported primarily by funds from the W. K.Kellogg Foundation, is operated jointly by the College of Health Related Ser-vices and the College of Education through the Institute of Higher Education.

The graduate programs planned and coordinated by the center are especiallydesigned to prepare people to assume leadership roles in the allied health pro-grains in community colleges and universities, This is another tribute to thefarsightedness of the Kellogg Foundation.
The most recent helping relationship extending from Florida and Florida Stateto ihe community college movement in general began last ,tir with the estab-

lishment of the Center for State and Regional Leadership, This center, fundedin part by the \V, K, Kellogg Foundation, w2s set up in direct response to rein-
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tiyely recent developments in which control and coordination of higher educa-
tion by stale agencies is growing Tii importance.

Major activities under the aegis of the comer include the pre-service prepara-
tion for state-agency personnel through a special program of graduate studies
designed to increase competence in and understanding of staff positions in the
state agencies, Our students in this program, the Kellogg Fellows of the 1070s,
ore enjoying internships, research assistantships, and directed field station ex-
periences as part of their doctoral studies.

In-service self - improvement opportunities are also provided for state-level
personnel already in their piisitions and not necessarily pursuing a dcgreC at
Florida or Florida State, Experiences include individualLed orientation during
the inaugural period for newly appointed state directors and other key officers,
participation in action-research projects on statc-ageney needs, and taking part
in specially designed regional and national workshops and study seminars.'

Since these in-ScrVice experiences have been offered, some 20 administrators
working on state-tigenc research projects, ranging from NIassuclinsct ts to
Hawaii, have spent two weeks to a full quarter working directly with us on the
Florida and Florida State campuses, The Center for State and Regional Leader-
ship serves also as home base for the National Council of State Directors of
Two-year Colleges by helping to identify appropriate progrtuus, activities., and
projects of national import and by serving as the national information and dis-
tribution cc-titer for the council. Much of the success of the center can be at-
tributed to the pattern of experience gained in the 1060s with the Southeastern
Community College Leadership PrOgram.

These helping relationships have not all been in one direction for the past
few years. Tribute is also clue the 27 helping hands extended from Florida's 27
community colleges to the Institute of Higher Education and to the various
centers operated jointly 1w FSli and Florida, Each has served as a laboratory
for our professors and graduate studenk in higher edueation as they sought
research data and investigated the variety of climates extant on their campuses,

We arc especially grateful to these community colleges situated only an hour
or so from the University of Florida. During any given week Lake City Com-
munity College, Florida Junior College at Jacksonille. St. Johns River Junior
College, and Central Florida Community College may host ono or many of our
studentsinevitably with patience mud understanding.

A special helping relationship exists between the I7niversity of Florida and
Santa Fe Junior College. The status of a community college is rarely enviable
when it is in the home townof a major university, but Santa Fe, during its
first six years under the leadership of Joseph Fordyce, achieved a nationwide
reputation for both hold innovation and humaneness.

Today, the tilliVeSitV of Florida, rarely noted as a citadel of humanistic
learning, is actually experiencing s..me humanistic learning activities. A lot of
the credit- goes to the constant articulation and interaction between the students
and faculty of Santa Fe and the university. Whether just around the corner
to Santa Fe, or thousands of miles \vest to Hawaii, or east to Puerto Rico, we
stand reach, to lend a helping hand- or to receive one,

Wattenbarger and Louis W. &rider, "Challenge Ahead: stale Level Control," junior
nal, Juntijuly 197'2, v. 19.
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SECTION IV

Community Junior Colleges and
Universities Plan To ether:
Proposals for Action



ALFREDO G. DE LOS SANTOS, JR.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF CHICANO
COMMUNITY COLLEGE ADMINISTRATO
A PROPOSAL

For this conference on the relationships between universities and conurnmity
colleges, I should like to reduce this presentation from the .issitmed topic, "Pre-
paring Community Junior College Administrators for Ethnic NIinorities: A Pro-
posal for Action," to -Preparing Chicano Community College Administrators."

The prescntation is divided into five sections: (1) a brief history of El Congreso
Naciimal de Asuntos Colegiales, (2) a statement of cur philosophy and commit-
ment, (3) a statement of the problem for which we have proposed a solution,
(1) a description of our proposed solution, and 5) the impact of the program.
1. History

El Congreso Nacional de Asuntos Colegiales was organized in Phoenix, Ari-
zona, in February 1071, at a conference co-sponsored live the American Associa-
tion of Junior Colleges (AAJC) and the Western Interstate Commission for
Higher Education (WIC:I1E), Its objectives was to discuss the educational prob-
lems of Mexican-American servicemen and veterans, but the few Chicanos
present soon realized tha'. the structure of the conference lacked adequate Chi-
cano planning, input, and representation to address the question properly.

In caucus, the group organized Congreso and presented to the conference
a list of recommendations giving top pri:irity to the need for increased Chicano
staffing in the community junior colleges and in the American Association of
junior Colleges.

In Nlarch I0 71, Congreso representatives met with the AAJC Board of Di-
rectors at the annual convention in Washington and made five recommendations,
all of which have been implemented to some degree. The four most significant,
and their results, are explained below.

(a) Chicanos on AAJC stag. One of Congreso's recommendations to the AAJC
Board of Directors was that a department or program of Chicano affairs, with
at least one Chicano on its staff, be established, With a grant from the U. S.
Steel Foundation, the Office of Spanish Speaking Fomcn to, directed by Congreso
executive director Jose "Pepe" Barron, was opened in January 1972. This office
has provided invaluable assistance to the association, government agencies, foun-
dations, community junior colleges, universities, and other organizations in their
titempts to work with the Chicano community, and has also helped Chicanos
on the staff of community junior colleges.
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(b) Chicano ,ran Coordinator, Congreso, from its inception, has been
concerned about he last that educational institutions have made no commit-
ments to serve the needs of the returning Vietnam t a t erm), partivularly the
Clicano veteran, Therefore, Congreso recommended to the AAJC Board that
a Chicano coordinator be employed as part of the AN8ocialiou's Program far
Servicemen and Veterans, This recommendation \vas implemented when Benito
Botello, Jr, was lured in \larch 1972 as the veterans' coordinator for the South-
western and W ester!, states. Funds 11.0111 th 1)a \ id Didiinsky and the Carnegie
Foondations were received to help support the program.

(c) Chicanos on ,AAJC Commissions, Congreso :ifs() recommended to the AAJC
Board of Directors that at least one Chicano he appointed to each of the Asso-
ciation Commissions. This was done by late 1971. Alannel lionquillo, from Los
Angeles Trade Technical College. California, was named to the Commission on
Legislation. Diego Navarette, Pima College, Arizona, was appointed to the
Commission on Corriculmo. Alfredo G. do los Santo, Jr,, El Paso Community
conge, Texas, served on the commis!,(on on Instruction. Gilberto de In Rocha,
College of San Alatco, California, was named to the Commission on Adminis-
tration, Juan Jose- Martinez, Texas Southmost Colleu,e, Texas, served on the
(on mission on Student Personnel,

(d) Cengrcso and z1ACJC. While Congreso has interests in many areas, it has
had close ties with the community junior college movement and thus with the
national organization, now the American Association of Community and Junior
Colleges. At present, three Congreso members are on the AACJC Board Of
Directors) Alfredo de los Santos, Jr., from Texas, Enrique Ovama from Ari-
zona, and Pticardo Zaymeta from California, Congreso's present Board of Direc-
tors intends to maintain these close tics with the Association.

2, Congreso's Philosophy and Commitment
Congreso is committed to promote the educational, social, and economic

Nvell-being of the Chicano community, particularly through the conummity junior
colleges and the uoiversities involved with these institutions. Congreso's Board
of Directors has established working policies for the membership. Our basic
philosophy on the problemi.e., the inability of the institutions alone, given
their present structure and staffing patterns, to adequately serve the needs of
the Chicanow-has been stated over and ove, We no longer need to spend time
and effort arguing over this; we should work together to solve it,

Nor is there great need any longer for confrontation tactics, (Perhaps in some
isolated cases, this might still be so.) Sonic of the community junior colleges
and universities already understandand others are beginning to do sothe
Chicanos' position that it takes Chicanos to Belli Chicanos ademmtely, Congreso
membersand other members of the Chicano education community interested
iii Congreso's workwill assist nov institution in its attempt to meet the needs
of the Chicanos, This leads us to the problem_ as perceived by Congreso, that
is relevant to this conference,

3, Statement of the Problem
The problem, in basic terms, is that very Chicanos are community college

administrators, and very few are in positions of responsibility in the nation's
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commonity colleges. It is interesting to note that, as of 1 filly 1971. thew wcro
no (locum) presidents in any of ]lie inure than 1100 community colleges in dic
I:mull States, Now there we two: One at 't exas Southmost College in linnwns.
\lilt! and the other at El Paso (Texas) Community College. The number ot deans
in the eolnumnity colleges wit be cOlinled on ono liand 1,110 nitinber of aSSueiato
cleans, on both hands,

his scarcity of Chicanos in administrative pusitious In the community col-
leges is not sorprisMg \dim] one looksat what the nniversities, particularly those
that-troin community college administrators, have doneor not diolleWith the
Chicano community. For csamplo, the University of California, Los Angeles,
from its Junior college Leadership Program, has graduated ninetv-ninc doctor-
ates in the decade 1961-1971, only one of whom is a Chicano,' 1 he University
of Texas at Austin has graduated only one Chicano from its Junior College
Leadership Program.

Congreso proposes a simple solution to this problem.
.1. The Proposed Solution to the Problem

Congreso's solution to the problem is to work with the universities to train
Chicano community college administrators, To date, we have contacted seven
universities from six statesArizona State University at Tempe, University of
Arizona at Tucson, University of California at Los Angeles, University of Colo
rado at Boulder, University' of Southern California at Los Angeles, New Mexico
State University at Las Cruces, and the University of Texas at Austin, All have
expressed an interest in submitting a joint proposal to the U. S. °Mee of Edu-
cation to fund a two-year program leading to a doctoral degice.

In June, representatives from the universities, Congreso, USOE, and the
Arnerican Association of Community and Junior Colleges met in El Paso, Texas,
to discuss the details of the proposal. Foundations have also been contacted
about it and a few have expressed interest:

The project, if funded, will begin in 197:3, Congreso spent a little a year
discussing the different aspects of the proposal, in an attempt develop a
model that would produce well trained, qualified Chicano admitaistratonss. The
following section discusses four program design characteristics that werc in-
corporated into the proposal, the ideal model, as seen by Congreso,

(a) Entrance Requirements
Entrance requirements, such as the Graduate Record Exam nation (CBE),

should not militate against possible participants. Congreso feels that the CBE
and other screening devices do not adequately measure potentialor whatever
has to be measuredin Chicanos, We suggest that examining past performance
in graduate school and on the job, intmiews by teams of Congreso members,
and interviews by representatives of the universities would be better ways of
selecting the candidates, who will be recommended by the community colleges
involved in the project.

(b) Internship
An internship should be part of the program, with the student earning credit

_&port of the Imam college Leatiaiship reograsn (Los Angles: Graduate School of Education,University of California, July 1971),
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for associated work activity during the internship period Congrcas model
\VOIlld int./111de flute semesters of internship, but not the internship as it has

been and is currently being carried out, with little or no direction and impervh
slim. We propose dint the university provide close supervision and that the
community colleges assign one of their administrators to spend approximately

one quarter ol his time workiwz with the intern, teaching Brun. supervising las
work, assisting 111 the learning experience.

Besides this close supervision, we suggest that directed reading or individual
study be part of the program, with the intern writing or otherwise reporting to
Will the l'01111111111ILV college and university supervisor what he has learned and
how it relates to his internship experiences.

also recommend that the participants enrolled in each university be

brought together, perhaps once a month, during the internship period. For ex=
ample, all the students enrolled at UCLA Nrould spend a lour day weekend
each month with say, a Max Raines, or a Simon Gonzalez, or a john Roneche,
or an Armilfo Oliveira, or a Richard C. Richardson, Jr., or a Jose A. Cardenas,

from the consultant, each other, the community college supervisors, and
the university representatives.

(e) Program Staffing
Congreso feels strongly that the director of the program should be a Chicano,

and that, as much as possible the teat:I.-ling shoold ue done by cilielums. co,
greso is in the process of collecting biographical sketches of Chicanos involved
in education or related fields, so that the universities inn; invite facultv/con-
sultants Iran this list to come and work with pi-rtleipants as the need arises.

(d) Funding
Originally, we had thought that Wilding for the program would be sought

from live sources, including Part E of the Education Professions Development
Act, 'ride 11I of the Higher Education Act, philanthropic foundations, the uni-
versities, and the community colleges. After the June meeting in El Paso, how-
ever, it was deckled that we would not seek funds through E1'DA.

5. impact of the Program
We think the proposed program is a good one, one that Nvill have a significant

impact on Ole universities and on the community college movement. To begin
with, the model developed to train the administrators will probably change the
thinking at the universities. We realize that the universities all have certain
parameters within which they have to operate, but evert if the proposed model
is not used intact, its effect will be significant, Sonic universities have already
committed themselves to implementing the model as proposed by Congreso.

The impact on the community colleges, we believe, will also be significant
for the first time Chicanos will be involved in the decision-making process on
a larger scale in the community colleges. We hope that the "ambiente" at the
institutions will be changed so that Chicano students Will be better served.

We bop° the greatest impact will be felt within the Chicano community.
\\Iile no comprehensive, authoritative research projects, similar to those done
by the U. S. Commission on Civil Rights on the public K-12 institutions and the
services they render to the Chicano community' are available, bits and pieces
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monity col-(if inform:I o have led 1pol-es() members to liclicvt, at theslaw clime as o-o0(.1 a job as ti.y ondd m serving ±e, weds of the
Chicanos. Wc vv this 11M60. a a\ v y chawriwr situatimh

united Staleq Culninisginn nn Civil nights, The Unfinished &location, Outcomes for Minoritiesin the rfUt! Smithieeklern Metes (Washington I C October 1971)i United Stale,, Cminnissim on
Civil Bights, The Excluded Student, Educe/lot:id Proeticex feeling Mexican Atnerieuns thesouthwryt (Washington, D.C May 1972).



FREDERICK C. KINIZER

UNIVERSITY- COMMUNITY COLLEGE
ARTICULATION: A PROGRESS REPORT
AND ACTION PROPOSALS FROM THE
ESSO EDUCATION FOUNDATION
UCLA PROJECT

INTRODUCTION
Articulation agreements that would increase the flexibility and improve the
efficiency and effectiveness of community junior college/senior college-university
transfer are at last rapidly taking shape in statewide patterns across the country,
Led by Florida in 19(35, Georgia in 19(33, and now, Illinois and Oklahoma, the
trend is toward statewide plans based on the acceptance of associate degrees
or a core curriculum. Invariably, these agreements attempt to protect the integ-
rity of both two-year and four-Year institutions and establish communication
among the segments, Illinois is the only state where a formal articulation agree.
ment is mandated by law through section 102-11 of its junior College Act of
1965.

Several universities in widely scattered states have recently announced liber-
alized transfer policies effective in the fall term, 1972, e.g., Washington State
University and the University of Massachusetts.

An organized effort is under seas in practically every state to devlop transfer
merits or formulae, Often under the aegis of a state government agency,

all segments are typically being brought into discussions at an early point and
maintained as task forcessome subject-directed, some problem-oriented.

Statewide committees on articulation, already functioning for many years in
states such as California, Florida, and Michigan, are now being formed in states
across the nationin Connecticut, Iowa, Maryland, Missouri, New Jersey, North
Carolina, and Virginia, where a general education subcommittee of the Two-
Year/Four-year Articulation Advisory Committee held its first meeting in Feb-
ruary 1970, Although slow in coming, statewide studies of community college
education, some emphasizing articulation, are under way in at least 20 states,
Guidelines for transfer are being written in Kansas, Maryland, North Dakota,
and West Virginia.

While not widely included in the active or proposed package plans; credit
for some vocational-technical courses is now allowed by universities in a few
states.
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TIIE RESEARCH PROJECT
TI laicals are made front information gathered for the Nation nueldo

Pilot Study on Articulation,' in preparation for a more comprehensive investiga-
tion. The Pilot Study, containing data from more than SO educators in all 50
states, was conducted in preparation for launching a three-stage research proj-
ect. Sponsored by the Esso Education Foundation, the project is titled "Evalu-
ation and Application of Community College Transfer Credits and Courses by
Senior Colleges and Universities in All Fifty States.' and is scheduled for emu-
pletion in September 1973.

When it was scarcely under way, the project: promised to go international,
According to an informal agreement with the Canadian Associathin of Commii
nity Colleges, the Canadian provinces will be included in all three stages.

The proposes ut the project are:
1. to gather and synthesize information (in Stage I) on credit and course rein

tionships
2. to evaluate articulationroodels
3. to investigate (in Stage II) student attitudes and to report specific tra

problems
1. to provide bases (Stage III) for aiding statewide and regional articulation

planning.
A National Coordinating Committee of five specialists is participating in the

planning and development: Stan Berry, Director of Admissions, Washington
State University; Irvin G. Lewis, Administrative Dean for Student Personnel
Services, Pasadena City College (California); Jane E. Matson, Professor of Edu-
cation, California State University at Los Angeles; James II. Nelson, Professor
of Administration and Higher Education, Michigan State University; and James
L. Wattenbarger, Director, Institute of Higher Education, University of Florida.
Dorothy M. Knoell, who with Leland L. Medsker directed the comprehensive
transfer investigations in 1963-64, is a special consultant to the project.

Stage I, now complete, is an updating and expansion of the Nationwide Pilot
Study on Articulation. Information will be presented ' part of a forthcoming
book to be published in the Josscy-Bass Higher &Inca n series. In addition to
information on public universities, state colleges, ru,,i ommunity colleges, the
state reports include reactions of state directors of community colleges, state
coordinating councils of higher education or public education, state community
college organizations, regional accrediting agencies and regional boards or com-
missions, such as \NICHE and COMPACT. Private two-year and four -year
colleges will also be represented.

Recent developments in a number of states, including those already men-
tioned, led to the identification of a typology of articulation styles. The remain-
der of this paper will he devoted to a description and introductory analysis of
this typology and a brief discussion of major directions and predictions.

TRENDS IN ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION
Before presenting the articulation models, I should like to mention several

widely recognized trends in two-year college organization and administration
I Frederick C, Mazer, Nationwide Pilot Study on Articuiation, Topical Paper Number 5 (Los

Angeles! ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges, university of California, 1970),
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related- to and in varying degrees affecting the progress and diretit articu-
lation: (1) the trend toward control by state ho:irds or councils for community
college education, (2) the r ;,.1 development t f compielaisi programs in
community colleges, and (3) the spread of the multi-institutional stile of admin-
istration.

In recent years, new state boards for public community colleges have been
created in Arizona, California, Connecticut, Florida, Illinois,. Marylimd, 'Massa-
chusetts, Minnesota, and Washington. In other statcs, Ii roar colleges have
been organized or reorganized tinder a single agency for higher education,
in New jersey, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Virginia. Several states have
placed their community colleges exclusively under the state university system,
namely, Alaska, Hawaii, Indiana, Kentucky, Utah, and Wisconsin. In 1965, Ar-
kansas named a Commission on Coordination of Higher Education Finance,
winch has itchally become the State Community Junior College Boan1.2

The number of comprehensive ti -year colleges increased rapidly during the
last decade, establishing a direction for the '70s. Community colleges in Ilawaii,
Iowa, New York, North Carolina, and many others have programs for a diversi-
fied student body of all ages. Those in Kans:ls, Nlarylond Massachusetts, NOW
Jersey, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Virginia are moving in that direction.

The multiversity as an administrative style is also spreading rapidly. Jensen
reports that one-quarter of all students in American colleges and universities
are now enrolled in "multieampuses," "multieolleges," or nmultiversities." Over
120 senior colleges and universities operate two or more units and over 40 com-
munity college districts l4 in California alone have two or more campuses.'

TYPOLOGY OF ARTICULATION STYLES
Three styles of articulation are identifiable in the 50 states. Although over-

lapping in many details, each has distinguishing features. Under the first two
styles, named below, are two different plans or systems, with subsets occurring
under the second. More than one. articulation style is found in several states
listed in the outline, notably California, Michigan, and Texas.

I Articulation Policies Defined by Statewide Formal Agreement or on a L
Base
A. Formal Agreement

1. The Florida Formal Agreement Plan
2. The Georgia Core Curriculum Formula
3. -v. ilk(' Core Curriculum Formula in Texas

B. Legal Base
The Illinois Plan

II. Articulation Policies Defined by a Higher Education Sy s m Within a State
A. A State Government Agency

The North Carolina Guidelines
2. The Oklahoma Agreement
3. The Oregon System
4. The Virginia Plan

Fiir n 3tilteby4tatC. listing and a description of patterns of control, sec! Leland NIccl.rkcr rend
Dale Tillery, Breaking the Access Barrie% A Profile of Tao cur Colleges (llighlstown, NJ,: Mc
loll Book Company, 1971) chapter 7,

3 Arthur NI. jensen, Aiulticollege/Multicampus PrubJems---ciikklines.' huipulilislied paper. 1972).
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I Institutional System
1. Community Colleges:is Sc of uoiverNi(v St sly ttis

a. Ibex:in
b. Kentucky
c. Nevada
d. Wisconsin

2, Community Colleges Within a St:tic St stein of Two_ 'ea
cation
a. Arizona
b. Iowa
c. Massachi [setts
d. Missouri
e. New Jersey,
f. New York
g. Pennsylvania
h. Washington

111. Articilation A CYCCIIICT I IS Developed on a \WI:lit:Iry 13 tsis l Institutions
A. `Ilia CaliiforniaArticulatiun Conference Plan
11.11 NEiehigan AACE AO-Oriented Plan

Differences among die three styles of two-year/four-year college articulation
are mnre in degree than in kind. Statewide subject-matter conferences arc prom-
inent in the methodology of decision making in all slates. The composition of
conferences and how each is organized and coordinated are discriminating char -

actc Governance patterns of hi(Acr education heavily influence the devel-
opment of a particular articulation style.

I. Articulation Policies Defi y Statewide Formal Agreement or on a L
Base

The distinguishing characteristics of the formal rip-cement and legally based
stviesfirst developed in Florida (1965). later in Georgia (196S), Texas (1968),
and Illinois (1972) are dm!, .1 timing and breadth of contribution from the
various levels of education. In We four states named, all segments entered tlis-
cussioas at an early point and continued as task forces under the aegis of a state
body the State Board of Education in Florida, the University Board of Regents

%% eh includes two-year colleges) in Georgia, the Coordinating Commission on
Higher Edueation in Texas (whore the core curriculum is limited to public
junior colleges), and the Joint Council an Higher Education in Illinois.

The FmTnal Agreement-Plan is b title, self-explanatory. In Florida, where
this stNrie is best exemplified, task force committees were organized in various
discipline areas in preparation for the drafting of legislation. Statements recently
issued 1w Florida State Deportment of Education administrators and represent-
atives of the Board of Regents describe several important steps:

A. establishing the Associate in Arts as the transfer degree
13. creating a coordinating committee to review individual student appeals
C. recognizing institutional integrity in decision making.
Community college students receiving the A.A. degree would be admitted

as juniors in the university system. Determination of the major course require-
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merits for the degree, including lower-division major nooses. would lie
thc responsibility of the stitte to irximling the degree. No slate univer
sift %voidd be allowed to regnirc additional It-Aviv-division general education
courses of the Associate in Arts degree transfer students.

A resolution adopted in Decc.,mber 1970 by the Illinois Board of Higher
Education requested that each public junior and senior college and university
declare that a transfer student in good standing, who has completed an associate
degree based on baccalitureate-oricnted sequences and who is to he transferred
from a junior - community college in Illinois, he considered (1) to have attained
junior standing mid (2) to have met the lower-division general education require-
ments of senior institutions, The final report of the Articulation Study Commit-
tee of the Hoard (Juno 1071) presented guidelines for the tralislcrability of credit
for students in non-baccalitureate-oriented programs (i.c,, occupational, voca-
tional) xvith or Nyitliont an associate degree. Implementation of the adopted
guidelines by the Board of Iligher Education will complete the initial planning
and delivery system for efficient higher education in the State of Illinois.
If, Articulation Policies Defined by a Higher Education System Within a State

In the several states illustrating this articulation style, the state body responsi-
ble for community college education tends to be a controlling rather than a
coordinating, agency. While, in every case, all levels of education contributed to
the formation of statewide agreements, heavy responsibility for policy develop-
mom and implementation (if a state government agency) is held by that agency;
ci.g., the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education and the Oregon State
Board of Higher Education, If it is an institutional system, such policy develop-
ment and implementation center in the institutional board; e.g., the University
Board of Regents in Hawaii or the Board of Trustees of the University of Ken-
tucky. Either system is relatively inflexible.

An articulation agreement announced two months ago by the Oklahoma State
Regents of higher Education is similar to the Florida plan. I3oth public (including
state junior colleges and community jnnior colleges) and private two-year
colleges are included, but only public senior colleges and nniversities are so far
involved. The plan recognizes the integrity of programs of general education
developed by any of the member institutions,

In Oregon, two major senior institutions (Oregon State University and Oregon
,Technical Institute) have been accepting substantial blocs of vocational-technical

courses in such fields as industrial cuts teacher education, law enforcement, nurs-
log, and dental technology, These, of course, are fields in which either or both
senior institutions offer baccalaureate degrees. Similar arrangements are found
in certain North Carolina universities and state colleges in business, allied
health, and engineering technologies.
HT. Articulation Agreements Developed on a Voluntary Basis by institutions

Voluntary cooperation and negotiation, rather than unilateral declaration or
legislative statute, are the main features of this style. It relies heavily on regular
and ad hoc subject-matter liaison committees to pinpoint problem areas and to
recommend policies and procedures to solve them. Decision by agreement rather
than by edict is, to its advocates, its chief strength. I-Tow to put teeth into recom-
mendations from liaison committees is one of the headaches, Financing the
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volunteer organization is a perennial problem in Califor and Nliehigan,
where this style dominates.

Maintaining institutional integrity is rticial in developing transfer formulae
for legislidive concurrence or for institutional agreement. As %% tll any p:ikage
plan, reaehing agreement on which courses are to be considered suitable- tor trans-
ter is the must perplexing problem. .

DIRECTIONS AND PREDICTIONS
Evidence is increasing that this decade swill bring greater involvement and

control of jimiorsenior college :atiettlation by state agencies. in most states.
some type of statewide articulation authority has been assigned the responsi-
tidily of developing kgnrch and, in many instances, of preparing policies and
procedures to mandate articulation. In only a few states arc efforts hying kept
on a rclatively informal and 1'01111111M' basis, 11 is hoped that voluntary and in-
formal efforts will, wherever possible, reverse the trend toward mandated
articulation agreements,

Core curriculum plans n typo of package acceptance in states where public
education is managed or dominated bv a university board of regentswill

continue to serve scattered states, lint will probably itot he widely accepted,
Statewide subject- or problem-area committees, prominent in California for

several decades, and also in Florida and Illinois are rapidly being formed in Snell
states as Connecticut, North Carolina, and Virginia. A total acceptance of the
associate degreea course package named by community collegesis very
likely to spread rapidly to all coriteriof the nation and to become commonplace
by the end of the decade.

Washington, among other stales, appears to be moving rapidly toward an ac-
ceptance of the associate degree. Led by \Vashington State University, where a
total acceptance package, to be effective fall 1 973, has recently been announced,
the state is close to an all - institutional agreement that may well include voca
tonal- technical courses in the package. Nlention has already been made of sued
specific developments in Oregon and North Carolina.

The upper-division uniyersitv, now prominent in Florida, will spread to other
sections of the country, Thirty-six of them are currently operating in at least
three other states besides Florida, namely, New York_ and Illinois. The
fact that upper-division institutions do not offer lower-division work increases
their dependence on community. colleges and, by the same token, improves
the negotiating position of the latter institution. One correspondent referred to
this situation as the dilemma of the upper-division university's "undersized
door."

In the wake of these developments, a number of crucial questions must be
answered:

I. Should general education be entirely confined to the lower division and
should subject-major work he taken only in the upper division of the senior
institution?
Which courses are automatically transferred? Which must be negotiated?

3. Is the rationale for such jtidgment entirely satisfactory with both or all
types of institutions?
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i. 'hat ki,ms arc being cow-at-lewd for the non-dcgi re transfer applicant?
15. Ali lye are transfer stud,lits rcalistit .illy pieparcrl lor uppr-du ision

onuses that in tan\ CrSitit'S 111 .ix persist in traditional form? Can funior col-
lege translei-9 ciaopcte 1.-ith their iiiii-crsitv counterpiuts in specialized
major fields:

As pressure minims f,n great.r kvei_N car maim' to name ',Aver-
do, ision courses, v. e must not in tlu. id coopration, make last'
decisions. 'Elie single-institotion baccalaureate degree concept is derp-r.catcd.
The prenigritive of the degrce-grimting univcisity to approve losver-division
work taken elsev.licre will not be displaced easily. Only after ago-cum-ilk are
accurately communicated, time to jell, and appnwerl iii writing will the
transfer sliitlent toms e a rasonable chance to reali/e equal treatment.
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GROUP MEETING REPORTS
Flit DEPdC T. GILES, CHAIRMAN

Group I Report by Marie V. ?Martin, Clinirwi,ii
Suggestions:

1. The universities should attempt to hire more minority people.
it. They should ilsn reern t ChiCann faculty to train administrators and faculty.

People ate needed who have empathy and understanding and who can relate toeach other.
3. Universities should have staff who can go nut and work in the bilingual connim-

pity colleges. They should encourage multi-cultural and multi-language educa-
tion.

1. There should he such a partnership betw.rien the university and the community,colleges that they can cooperate with each other.
5. Graduate schools of the university should he made aware of community college

programs and of minority problems to peunit the admksion of the minoritydent to the Nl A. and doctoral programs. Thu University of California is to be
commended fur modifying its requirements fur admission for transfer students.We need more experimental programs in our four-year colleges.

0. Minority students demand minoriy counselors and teachers and, after a year, theyeomplain that these counselors and teachers are not meeting their needs. Stallto meet their needs should be provided.
7. 'the optional Graduate Record Exam in sonic of the colleges is laudable,
S. We ids() recommend that the universities laive advisory groups, is the juniorcolleges do. The groups should be made up of people from business, industry,labor, etc.
O. Skills must be taught in the native language if they are to be effective, thereis a certain distrust of people not of the same ethnic group. Perhaps others be-sides minority people, such as specialists in counseling, in lam to teach, and inhow to communicate, should be hired to diagnose the needs of the students, There

is a difference of opinion on this point, because some colleges already have thesespecialists, but they are not working out too well.

Group 2 Ilepmrt by Jane E. Matson, Chairman
Artimilzitinn has two facets. One is the %%aims systems of agreemenls and procedures
dealing with numbers, units, mid credits; the other is the matter of t,', lig/02011 the need for developing machinery to maintain communications between insti-tutions, for we must deal effectively and fairly with transfer students, especiallythose who have been involved in innovative programs mid piocedures in et-immunitycolleges.

Suggested proposals for action:
1. Identify problems unique to a prutieular state or college and review the waythey were resolved.
2. Consider having a transfer ombudsman at community colleges and four-yeariostitutMns,
3. Design ways to transfer information between institutions.
1, Determine a good definition of goals and accept an external audit.
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5. Bring together teaching faculty of the community colleges and universities from
the various disciplines to try to resolve mutual problems in developing courses
and course content.

U. Develop systems that insure equal treatment of transfer students, not only in
counting of credits, but also in opportunities for class selection, registration,
housing, financial aid, etc.

if any of those proposals could be adopted in the next year, it would lie a great accom-
plishment.

( ;num 3 Report by James 11. Nelson, Chairman
Suggestions, proposals, and ideas:

1.13e optimistic ;mil demonstrate Nome faith in the future of higher education.
2. Mount a comprehensive national study of programs to prepare and develop com-

munity college personnel, as suggested in Thomas Shay's paper.
3. Give greater emphasis to teaching people how to learn what to learn.
f- more on training minority leakaship and increasing minority rep-

re-Sent:16011 On the university staff,
5. Find more imaginative and effective ways to help the new developing, struggling

institutions. Find better v,1.1).5 to diss,.!minate and develop institutional techoology.
G. Determine what characteristics of faculty best stimulate student learning and

deveiopment and join university and community college faculty in this endeavor.
7. Do not lose sight of the needs of private institutirms. Correct the failure to

balance concern for and responsiveness to all minority and ethnic groups.
8 Clarify priorities in the use of university personnel to provide pre service and

in-service training of community college personnel, and also be certain that there
is a reasonable chance of employment for those completing the training.

9. Mike greater emphasis on the trainir g of vocational and technical teachers.
19. Encourage Community colleges to take more initiative in developing training pro-

grams for all teachers.
11. l_et the Council of Universities and Colleges assist these community colleges

whelILIVer and WIICreVer it can.
12. Encourage the Council of Universities and Colleges to study and interpret the

development of non-traditional programs in community colleges.
13. Beeognizo that varying criteria are used as different people are employed in

community colleges and that therefore it is impossible to prepare dm perfect
community college teacher.
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SECTION V

A Further Look to the Future:
Career Education



MELVIN L. BARLOW

COMMUNITY COLLEGES AND
UNIVERSITIES WORK TOGETHER IN
PREPARING STUDENTS FOR CAREERS

Traditionally the university has prepared people for a variety of specific careers
or -vocations. lids paper will go beyond tradition to take a broad view of
the university's responsibility in its joint venture with the community college
in vocational preparation.

The following text is a quotation from a California Law approved by the
Governor on August 21, 1971, and still hugely unknown in many education
circles in California:

The Logisi Aare, hereby recogniz that it is the policy of the people of the
State of California to provide an educational opportunity to every individual
to the end that every student leaving the school should be prepared to enter
the world of work; that every student who graduates from'any state-supported
educational institution should have sufficient marketable skills-for legitimate
icnunterative employment; and that every qualified and eligible adult citizen
should be afforded an educational opportunity to become suitably employed
in some remunerative field ....

Education Code, Chapter 713, Section 7504.
The law applies to every individual, not to some, but to all. It applies to those

who drop out of high school, community c:ollege, and university; it applies to
their graduates; and it specifics that all institutions have a basic responsibility

do something about the educational iweds of adult citizens,
This policy statement of the Legislature defines a basic commitment to die

people of the state. In effect, it mandates that educational institutions of the
stale d""1"1) a new kind of sensitivity to the work 1)"1-"Lial of youth in school
and adults not in school. The law also says, in effect, that career aspirations of
(uh inust have a legitimate place in the educational program of all institutions,

with each contributing its appropriate effort. The law subscribes to the several
basic tenets of Career Education, butt emphasins one that keeps getting lost in
educational institntionsthe factor that determines whether or not a person eon
actnally become employed. This part of career education will be referred to by
one of three terms career preparation, vocational education, or occupational
education. All three 111C1111 the same thing, and they will be used synonymously.

As with many laws of a policy nature, the California law did not provide any
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funds to aceonmlish its ends. Although to some people this is adequate reason
for ignoring the whole situation, much can actually be done without additional
funds. If nothing else, the institution can think about its responsibility under the
law and make plans for action.

A reasonable assumption is that in the future career education will in fact be
accepted and implemented in the high schools. When this situation has been
reached, all youth who go to the community college nr to the university will do
so with reasonably definite ideas about the positions in the labor force they hope
to achieve, When this state of affairs has been reached, the community colleges
and the universities can spend less time dealing with the career awareness mid
career exploration and concentrate more on that vital part ul career education
identified as career preparation, occupational education, or vocational educat km.

Ever-present facts confronting the community colleges and universities are:
(1) we lose a significant number of students before high school graduation, maybe
as many as 25 percent; (2) a high percentage, perhaps more than 50 percent, of
those who do graduate from high school do not continue their cdueotion; (3) of
those who do continue their education, a high percentage, again as inanv as 50
percent, do not complete four years of post-secondary instruction. Both the
cornumuity colleges and the universities must have some concern for those who
have fallen through the cracks of the educational structure.

I do not intend to discuss the responsibility of the community colleges and
universities for those who leave the general trea in education, but I recognize
that cooperative relationships do and should exist. As both institutions have al-
ready done much to extend their educational services to these persons, I shall
confine this discussion to those who are in the community colleges and universities
as regular in-school students, I should like to make three major points contenting
the cooperative relationships of community, colleges and universities in preparing
students for careers,

1. Eliminate the Occupational Education Myth

This broad problem hits so many parts that it catmot all be dealt with at once.
One troublesome point concerns the number of occupations to be dealt with
The Dictionary of Occupational Titles lists more than 20,000 jobs, but this is not
the number that either the community college or the university must be C011-
cernal with. Some higher education people use this high figure as an excuse for
doing nothing at all, even though most people work in comparatively few occupa-
tions, It is absurd for anyone in any educational institution to throw up his hands
;Ind say that nothing can be done because the Dictionary of Occupational Title
has so many items. Most of the men in California, for example, work in fewer
than 200 occupations, and most of the women in fewer than 100 occupations.
Some community colleges in California already offer instruction in more than SO
different occupations.

Another vicious evasion is that occupations change' so rapidly drat it is difficult
to plan ahead. The proponents of this argument plead that, since a sizable per-
centage of students now in high school will work in occupations that have not
yet been invented, one cannot develop a realistic occupational education program
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in the community college or the university. The net result is that they the
problem as insoluble and settle for the status quo in their instructional system,

Obviously occupations are changing and consequently instructional programs
must change accordinglythis is the order of the clay. No program, occupational
or otherwise, need be locked into the instructional system forever. It is rare to
find in the community college or the university anyone who understands the
occupational system from a practical point of view; it is rarer still to find any
who can match practical information w,ith an instructional-program. These talents
must be developed by the institutions concerned.

For the community colleges and universities to be able to work together to
prepare students for careers, they must get rid of the occupational education
myth and hire staff members with a deep understanding and realistic knowledge
Of the actual occupational structure and of the trends within it.

2. Determine the Occupational Worth of Instructional Programs

Recently a state university asked me to talk with its administrative officers
about one of their urgent problems. It seems that their baccalaureate graduates
cannot get jobs. The students and also their parents have complained to the insti-
tutions. In their search for answers to their problem, the administrative officers
found that the reason students did not know the occupational worth of their bac-
calaureate program was that the institution did not tell them, and the reason the
institution did not tell them is that the institution did not know either. I believe
that, unless the community colleges and universities begin to think about their
instructional programs in occupational terms, they will experience a backlash
from students, parents, and community. It is unbelievable that society will Nvill-
ingly support educational institutions that cannot contribute directly to the world
of work.

Every instructional program can he reviewed to determine what its occupa-
tional outlets arc; students can be told what is possible in the way of earning a
living after completing the instructional program. I firmly believe that most of the
instructional programs in most of our community colleges and universities will
lead to something in the occupational world. Institutions must find out definitely
what jobs can be performed by graduates of these programs; they must know
whether such jobs actually exist, and most make sure the students who complete
the.programs can in fact work in them_ This part of the task cannot be treated
lightlyarm-chair philosophy about the students and the instructional progr.ao
will not be sufficient. Close relationships must he developed among the employ-
ers, the community, and the employment agencies of the state.

The Division of Vocational Education has in operation an experimental pro-
gram in Allied Health Occupations for students in grades 10, 11, and 12 in four
local high schools. This vocational program has been added to the regular in-
structional program of the four schools. The schools, the students, and their
parents all know where the students can go occupationally. The educators know
that occupations will exist and be waiting for the students when they graduate
from high school. Some of these students will go to work and probably stay in
that occupation for some lime; others will go to work but continue a part-time
.program in n community college to qualify for a better occupation; some of the
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coammnity college graduates \vill probably continue their occupational p para
tion in a four-year institution to qualify for an even better occupation.

This kind of program has many problems. As we had to teach some students
eye', to read and write, we called on the student body at UCLA for student
ius,i,t,uits to the high school group_ of the high school students now have
big brothers and sisters from the university who help them with all manner
of problems. Since we insisted that the high school students have an opportu-
nity to succeed, there have been no failures. The biggest problem in the program
has been to keep the hospitals from hiring the students at the end of the tenth
grade.

The traumatic situation that community colleges and universities must face
before they can work together is realizing that they must develop a deep under-
standing of the exact occupational worth of their instructional programs, so
Thal they can cooperate in preparing students for careers. If, as it is sometimes
argued, some instructional programs lead absolutely nowhere, the institutions
must redesign them..

3. Develop Cooperative Consulting Relationships
Two-way communication between the community college and the university

is imperative in building strong career-emphasis programs. Each institution can
assist the other. During the present year, the Division of Vocational Education
has worked with three community colleges in special current programs. The
colleges needed help; the university had the people available to help them.
Other relationships with community colleges will develop as they expand their
vocational education programs.

In a similar fashion, the university expects to initiate almost immediately a
discussion program with a number of community colleges Oh 1'erning a pattern
of leadership development for those in vocational education who will also be-
come specialists in junior college administration of vocational education. The
program will be implemented as soon as it is Bulls designed. A part of the lead-
ership process for students will be continuous involvement with on-going com-
munity college programs. The involvement will be with the real community
college, not the textbook community college, emphasizing involved leadership.
The by-product will be the doctor's degree. When this part of the program
has been developed locally, it will he extended to national coverage.

There have been many instances of cooperative consulting relationships over
the years, but they must be fully developed in order that both of the institutions,
the community colleges and the universities, can he in a lactic'. position to help
students prepare for careers.

SUMMARY

The togetherness suggested by the title of this presentation is not a debatable
topic; it is practically guaranteed by law. The policy statement of Section 7504
of the California Education Code is beginning to develop an educational posture
that says, among other things clear to the education of an individual, that getting
the student ready to pick up his adult role as a producer of goods or services is
an educational imperative. The Code has no intention of throwing out anything.
It merely attempts to emphasize a universal fact: that the youth in school today
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will become the worker of tomorrow. It is no longer easy to keep education and
preparation for work completely separate. The new look in education is em-
bodied under the term "career education.- Vocational education is a part of
itthe part that makes the difference in whether or not a person can get a job.
Vocational education is very broadit encompasses all persons and all jobs,
whether or not the vocational preparation is provided in community colleges
and universities.

One major factor that endangers the cooperative arrangement of community
colleges and universities in career preparation is the prevalence of myths about
occupations. Some people insist on creating a phantom dragon based on a myth,
and then proceed to beat it to death with everything they can lay their hands
on. Understanding occupations is not all that complicated.

Another major factor in the process of cooperative effort between community
colleg6i-and universities is that the institutions must begin to think of the oc-
cupational worth of their curriculawhat kinds of work the student can ac-
tually do after completing a program of instruction that confers an associate
or baccalaureate degree. A way to inform students about their vocational po-
tential on completion of their studies has not been too well developed in com-
munity colleges and universities.

A third major factor in cooperation on preparation for careers is the develop-
ment of a direct consulting relationship to bridge the gap between the commu-
nity colleges and universities. All too often this bridge is only a piece of paper
called a "transcript,- which tells little about the student and little or nothing
about his career interests_ seem to have no time to develop dialog among the
institutions about the career expectation of the studentwe let the grade-point
average do it all.

The possibility of increasing the ways and means of establishing cooperative
relationships between the community college and the university with career
preparation as the motivating force is exciting. The potential benefits for the
student are enormous.
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PETER P. MUIRHEAD

COMMUNITY JUNIOR COLLEGES AND
UNIVERSITIES PLAN FOR
CAREER EDUCATION

Ti is particularly pertinent that the parhicueltip aspect of cooperation between
cnnimilnity cedleges ;Hid universities 5110111(1 be stressed at this conference, be-
cause Congress has just passed and the President has signed into law landmark
legislation that will have au historic impact on the partnership between the
feelcull government and the Higher education community for \Tars to come.
The Education Amendments Act of 1972, besides authorizing access to higher
education for all qualified young people regardless of family income and recog-
ni/ing, for the first (hue a federal responsibility to help colleges and nniversities
to carry out their own missions, is intended to reassert a basic concept of die
federal interest in higher education. The concept is that federal resources can
and should be used to help higher education institutions serve the public pm.-
pose withont federal control of or unwarranted intinsion into the higher (linen-
im; process,

This is a welcome opportuilitv to discuss briefly some provisions of this
significant new federal legislation that now becomes our joint responsibility to
implement. Regrettably, only a few of the important titles under the Act canlie discussed at this conference.

Since the President scut his higher education message to the Congress in
starch 1970, we hove been working ehiltil!IV with representatives of the higher
educ community (including many at this conference), with members or both
parties in the Congress, and with their staffs in arriving at the impen-tant concepts
embedded in the legislation. It is our firm resolve that this same condition of
cooperatinn be continued in carrying nul the legislative provisions. With that
in Mind, jnSeph Cosaud, Deputy Commissioner for Higher Education. is even
now drawing on the experience and counsel of college and university leaders
and appropriate members of Congress and their staffs in developing the neces-
sary regulations, guidelines, and procedures for effective administration of the
new statutes,

The development of these regulations and guidelines still require some time
because we do not expect to see them spring from the ground full-blown in the
federal boreanurnev, hot reall, to consult widely in the process through regional
meetbigs with higher edueat .1 leaders.
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Obviously, the Commission needs the benefit of the educators' continued
good help and counsel. If this has the ring of a mendicant soliciting creative
talents and thoughtful contributions, it is the exact sound intended.

Several provisions of the bill omeern major higher education. Basically, it
embodies the higher initiatives advocated 1w the President including;

1. eqnal educational opportunity, as represented in the entitlement concept
for student assistance

2. institutional aid related to a national purpose, its represented in the cost-
a-education allowance determined by the institutional commitment to
serving students in financial need

3. increased emphasis on education research, as represented by the creation
of a National Institute of Education dedicated to the search for new knowl-
edge to improve education across the entire spectrum from kiridergarten
through grade ate school

4. encouraging, assisting, and inducing needed change and reform in post.
secondary edncation, as represented In the language in the bill providing
n modified version of the proposed National Emindation for I Uglier Edu-
cation.

Student Assistance
The legislation's most dramatic advance is in student financial aid. It accepts

the principle set forth by the President in his 1970 higher education message to
the Congress:

No qualified student who wants to go to college should lie barred by lack of
mown'. That has.long been a great American goal; propose that we achieve
it now.
To meet that goal, the bill would authorize a new basic Educational Oppor-

tunity Grant Program providing substantially increased benefits to students from
families with annual incomes up to $12,000. This new aid would be M addition
to all existing student aid programs. in effect providing a new floor for benefits
to students whose families cannot afford to send theiri to college.

For the first time, a financially disadvantaged student would be able to de-
termine clearly what kind and how much aid would be available. The new
grant would be equal to $1,400 a year (minus what his family could be reason-
ably expected to contribute, but not to exceed one-half the cost of attending
college) and would relate to the on going grants, loan, and work-study programs
already on the books.

The bill would also create a secondary market for student loans, thereby.
substantially increasing the availability of low-interest, guaranteed funds for
students et teeing college. This program would particularly ease the burdens of
middle-income and upper-middle-income students enrolled in public and private
colleges.

Finally, in the student assistance provisions, the bill contains a newt program
of federal incentive grants to encourage the states to put more money into state
scholarship progriunsprograms like those California has long supportedand
programs that have traditionally allowed students some freedom of choice in
college attendance.
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Institutional Aid

most significant debate on the higher education provisions of this act
occurred over the forniula fur institutional aid. It was agreed by some that the
funds for institutional, support should be allotted by -a tornm!a related to in-
structional costs for all students and by others that such Funds should be dis-
tributed fill the basis of the institution's commitment to the notional purpose ofextending equal educational opportunity. 'rhe Congress wisely decided that,
if the federal effort results in encouraging more disadvantaged studeuts to attendcollege, it should then help institutions meet the additional costs of serving the
increased enrollment. It is important to emphasize that, with equal wisdom,
the Congress decided that each institutiiin would determine how best to usethese funds for operating expenses.

The news ,medio in several states have published the approximate amounteach college within the particular state will receive under this section. Since
such estimates have been made on the basis cif congressional authorization, they
arc, say the least, premator. Colleges con expect a inure realistic figure whenthe appropriation process, which is now going on, is completed.
liesearch

The National Institute of Education (NIE), created by this act, will be a new
research institution within the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.It will have a presidentially appointed director and a distinguished national
advisory council, aud will be modeled along the lines of the National Institutesof Health,

The purpose of the NIE, as set forth by President Nixon, avould be "to beginthe serious, systematic search for new knowledge needed to make educational
opportunity truly equal,"

Operating across the entire spectrum of our educational system, from kinder.
garters through graduate school, the institute would concern itself with provid-ing a research base for restructuring and improving the system for greater cf.tectivoness. It would serve as a vital resource in the scorch fur new ways to
increase access to education, to broaden the age range of learning, to increasethe relevance of learning, to design learning programs tailored to the specificneeds of ilidividnals, and to increase the range of resources available for learning.
Reform and Innovation

The administration's emphasis on reform and innovation is also carried outby language in the legislation authorizing the HEW secretary to make grants
to improve post-secondary education._ This language would provide the deport-ment with essentially the same authority to promote reform and innovation as
the oalministration had proposed for a National Foundation for Higher Educa-tion. la large measure, this provision attests to this administration's belief thatthe best way to assure that higher education will rcspcmd to the developingneeds of the public is to provide the means directly to the higher educationinstitutions themselves.

Career Education
The interest of the Congress and the Administration in career cducttioia isreflected in Title \, which creates in the Office of Education a Bureau of Ocen-
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pational and Adult Education and a Comminiity College Unit to coordinate
programs that benefit community colleu,cs. These programs, with their author-
ization fur large-scale support of greater diversity and flexibility in the com-
munity of post secondary education and their potential for according new mo-
tiyation toward and respect fur the great majority of occupations that do not
require and do not need a baccalaureate degree, have important implications
for the deliberations of this conference,

'co serve all people, occupational education must be part of an educational
system that recognizes the career implications of all education and the educa-
tional nature of all experience, and that, therefore, minimizes "ereclentinlism- or

. the idea that the only noble- path to success and happiness is an education
leading to a traditional fouryear degree or beyond.

Career education, for a number of reasons, is an idea whose time has come.
Perhaps the most compelling reason is that we have now reached the threshold
of providing equid opportunity for pest - secondary education for till youth.
Having achieved that goal, it is equally compelling that our system provide
sufficient diversity in training opportunities to suit the diversity of talents and
interests of those who will be seeking post secondary education.

foie -scar colleges, the universities, nand the community junior colleges
have as distinctive a role to play in career education as they do in the arena of
equal educational opportunity. Each institution is an appropriate one for pro-
viding career ladder opportunities.

This is indeed landmark legislation. It is hoped that it will enable educators
to meet the twin goals of extending equal educational opportunity to all who
cam benefit frurn it and of providing high-quality education of sulliciein diversity
to suit their needs.

Several distinguished junior college organizations are to be commended for
holding this career education conference and for participating in it,

The participants will return to their states, their institutions, ilia] their asso--
ciations and Work to advance the design and instillation of career education
programs that will help every youngster fulfill his personal and economic goals
iind aspirations. 'Fhey find the revitalized federal interest in S. 6130 of
significant help to them in that work,

Those who have chosen education as a career have an unparalleled oppor-
tunity to do something important with their lives. Education is asked to deal
with the hopes and dreams, the inner turmoil and insecurities, the abilities and
shortcomings of the young, and to help each one find his way to adulthood,
In this increasingly complex world, lie must also be prepared fur a career lie
wants and can handle.

This is a moral and ethical commitment that cannot be taken lightly. Today,
more than ever, we know that no man is an island, but C:corge 13crnard Shaw
nary IlaVe said it hest:

Independence, that's middle-class blasphemy, We are all dependent on one
another, every soul of us on earth.

uI
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